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MEDIAN POST-GRAD INCOME BY AGE 32-34

» ARIANA PORTALATIN

CAMPUS EDITOR

Study shows little upward
mobility for Columbia grads
CAMPUS REPORTER
COLUMBIA STUDENTS PREPARING for a career in the arts may
be headed for financial disappointment.
The “Mobility Report Cards: The Role of Colleges in
Intergenerational Mobility” study, done by The Equality of
Opportunity Project, projects the median income of Columbia
graduates ages 32–34 at $28,500, less than the median income
of high school graduates of about $30,000, according to a study
by the National Center for Educational Statistics.
Researchers from Stanford University; University of
California, Berkley; Brown University; and the U.S. Treasury
published the study in January 2017 to estimate the median
wages students are expected to earn and their chances of rising to a higher economic class. The study used data from federal income tax returns and the Department of Education for
information regarding student earnings in early adulthood.
“This project aims to shed some light on how people fare
later on in life at different schools,” said Nick Flamang, a
pre-doctoral fellow with the Equality of Oppurtunity Project
who assisted in the research.

Data from the study indicates that Columbia students
are projected to earn the 42nd lowest paid salaries out of
the 54 Chicagoland colleges involved in the study. Expected
salaries from other Chicago schools include Robert Morris
University at $30,400, Chicago State University at $31,900
and DePaul University at $51,300. Colleges ranking below
Columbia include the School of the Art Institute of Chicago
at $25,500 and City Colleges of Chicago at $25,300.
In a Jan. 27 emailed statement to The Chronicle, college
spokeswoman Anjali Julka stated, “The college appreciates
the EOP data as they only reinforce the need for a stronger
curriculum and ensuring higher graduation and retention
rates, in order to enhance the student learning experience
and post-graduation success. The college is already addressing this need through its Strategic Plan.”
The News Office declined interviews with Senior
Vice President and Provost Stanley Wearden and Vice
President of Student Success Sharon Wilson-Taylor.
The Institutional Effectiveness Office cited the average
alumni salaries of $46,984 in its 2015 alumni survey that
The News Office said included 1,197 respondents, or 8 percent of requested alumni, both employed and unemployed.

SEE UPWARD, PAGE 3

» CONNOR CARYNSKI

SEE LGBT, PAGE 3

» GABRIEL DE LA MORA/CHRONICLE

A CHANGE.ORG PETITION calls for Columbia to fill the
position of Office of LGBTQ Culture and Community
coordinator, following former coordinator Lex Lawson’s
departure in September 2016 and a lack of response
from college administrators.
A total of 148 supporters have already signed
the petition as of press time, which was posted in
late 2016.
Junior cultural studies major Emily Hodshire said
they started the petition after a semester without a
coordinator, which put a halt to several initiatives
started at the college to support LGBT students.
“It has been a few months [since] we’ve heard anything about getting a new coordinator, which in my
opinion is far too long of a time because you have students who have issues, and they need to be addressed,”
Hodshire said.
Some of the initiatives that have been put on hold
include name change policies, Title IX cases and the
Gender Inclusive Initiative, which covered gender
pronouns and gender-neutral bathrooms, according
to Hodshire and Dean Strauss senior design major.
and president of Common Ground,Columbia’s student
organization representing the LGBT community.
Without a coordinator, Common Ground was left
without an adviser, according to Strauss.
While the position has been empty, Straus said
students have sought help from other staff members
in the Multicultural Affairs Office.
“The Multicultural Affairs staff has been great
and helpful, but they also have their own offices and
[organizations] to run,” they said. “Planning things
[and] getting things scheduled is difficult because
we don’t have anyone we can go to.”
Since the petition was posted at the end of the Fall
2016 Semester, Hodshire said they have been working
with other students and Associate Dean of Student
Life Kari Sommers on the hiring process and finding
a temporary solution until the position is filled.
Both Hodshire and Strauss said they do not know
why the hiring process is taking so long.
“If I’m being cynical, I think it’s because it’s not
always a priority at Columbia to care about these
issues,” Strauss said. “There are people that care,
but not enough people with power care, and that’s
why it’s taking so long.”

» staff

EDITOR’S NOTE

Committment to LGBT students
cannot just be lip service
» MEGAN BENNETT
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
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tudents often choose to attend
Columbia because of its advertised
inclusivity and open-minded campus
culture. However, instead of just marketing
this type of mindset, the college’s administration and hiring processes need the same
commitment as its students and employees.
As reported on the Front Page, the college
has yet to make any progress toward hiring
a new coordinator for the LGBTQ Office of
Culture and Community, which has been
vacant for months, despite frequent student
pleas and even a Change.org petition. The
petition, which has garnered support from
students and college employees alike, has
148 signatures as of press time.
Not only has this void left the college’s
LGBT student organization, Common
Ground, without an adviser, it also leaves
an entire community of students without
a point of reference and a proper advocate
for various issues, including the college’s
Gender Inclusive Initiative that now seems
to be without enforcement.
Columbia’s LGBTQ Office of Culture
and Community followed in the footsteps
of other Chicago schools with services and
employees dedicated to LGBT students and
issues, such as Loyola University, University
of Chicago and DePaul University. If it was
not already troubling that all LGBT-based
programming and services are now the
responsibility of Common Ground and
other Multicultural Affairs staff members
willing to help, former coordinator Lex
Lawson—who ran the office on his own until
September 2016—is also still advertised as
a current employee on the college’s website.
Shortly following Lawson’s departure,
the election of President Donald Trump
and Vice President Mike Pence has led
to concerns for LGBT individuals’ basic
human rights. Pence has openly expressed
disdain for the community through laws
that are veiled under protecting “religious
freedom” and has even supported conversion
therapy. According to the Human Rights
Campaign, the next four years under Trump
will include opposition to marriage equality and the refusal to enforce federal laws
against transgender discrimination.
During these troubling times as a country,
the college should be expediting the search for
Lawson’s replacement, not letting it get lost in
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the shuffle of Columbia’s several other unfilled
positions. Not prioritizing this position and
allowing it to go unposted is absolutely unacceptable; what makes the situation worse is
the college’s failure to take immediate action
after the students’ recent pleas.
Kari Sommers, associate dean of Student
Life, said in the Front Page story that the
delayed hiring process is normal and the
vacant post is one of several unfilled positions waiting to be posted. She added that
student service roles are always a priority
over other positions. However, positions
currently on the job portal include an executive assistant for the CFO, a social media
associate for the News Office and others that
don’t directly affect the student experience.
While the hiring process is likely out of
Sommers’ control and could be the effect of
budget cuts, the apparent lack of urgency and
normalization of the situation needs to stop.
Students are telling Columbia’s leadership
what they need for their college and overall
life experience to be healthy; it is up to them
to listen. If Columbia is not going to fulfill
that need with a full-time staff member in
a timely manner and is simply 		
going to rely
on student-to-student support, the office as
a whole should not be advertised on the college’s website. It is dishonest to prospective
students who could seek other colleges with
robust services.
In this current political climate and in
the midst of the college’s attempts to create
better gender and sexual orientation-based
inclusivity, this position is not only dire
for students in need, it is also a part of the
multicultural services Columbia heavily
promotes along with its progressive ideals.
mbennett@chroniclemail.com
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Columbia’s Socialist Student Group lead a walkout » ColumbiaChronicle.com/Multimedia

LGBT, FROM FRONT

Sommers said a long hiring process is
not abnormal, and this position is just one
of several currently pending.
“It takes months, and the college is being
wise and thoughtful about both current and
new positions because the last thing we
want to do is continue to put that burden
on the backs of students,” Sommers said.
“From a fiscal standpoint, the idea that
the college is really being thoughtful and
thorough in this process is the right thing
to do because ultimately, that also protects
all students.”
Hodshire said it is still unknown when
they will get a new coordinator.
“I don’t know if this seems like it’s not a
big priority, because it is,” Hodshire said.
“Students need to talk to someone who can
address specific issues. Not that counselors
cannot do that, but this person is hired for
exactly that.”
Hodshire said before winter break, they
attended a meeting with Sommers to discuss the hiring progress.
Hodshire, who is also a student
worker, said the meeting was not what
they expected and thought there was
some miscommunication.
UPWARD, FROM FRONT

The annual salary provided in the 2017
report is equivalent to $13.70 an hour,
assuming individuals are working full time
at 40 hours a week for 52 weeks. The study
includes students who attended Columbia
from 1999–2004 and focuses on individuals who were born in the 1980–1982 cohort.
According to Flamang, the incomes of
32–34-year-old individuals were used
because income typically stabilizes at
the age of 32. Later cohorts cannot be
used because the data can be uncertain
if students are in graduate classes or med
school and not making the entirety of their
expected salary, he added.
Simone Salis, a senior theatre major,
said it is disappointing to invest in an
education that may not yield return. Salis
added that though he did not know of a
way to make students more valuable, the
college could better balance expected
income and tuition costs.
“When you pay full tuition now, it is
very close to that amount of money you
are expected to make yearly,” Salis said.
The Mobility Report Card was compared
to information from the College Scorecard
database, created by the U.S Department of
Education. The two studies were found to
have similar median earnings according

“They were making this an issue about
student workers’ comfortability in the
space, and we’re doing more than what
we should, rather than just hiring a new
coordinator,” Hodshire said. “They maybe
knew it was a problem, but [were] also trying to minimize the problem because they
were saying budget cuts were happening
everywhere and that a lot of people need
to be hired, not just this position.”
One faculty member who signed the
ongoing petition was Carmelo Esterrich,
associate chair of the Humanities, History
& Social Sciences Department.
“One of the nice things about having
Multicultural Affairs here is another layer
of support for the students,” Esterrich said.
“It’s academic and emotional support, and
that’s really important.”
Esterrich said he is familiar with
Hodshire and Strauss’ situation after
facing a similar one before current Latin
Affairs Office Coordinator Rogelio
Becerra-Ramirez joined the college.
Esterrich said it is beneficial for students
to have a coordinator in Multicultural
Affairs who is directly involved with their
community and supports them.
“When we didn’t have Rogelio, that sort
of fell by the wayside,” Esterrich said.
to treasury notes posted on the U.S.
Department of the Treasury website by
Adam Looney, deputy assistant secretary
for tax analysis for the U.S. Department
of the Treasury.
“Clearly, the data shows if the only outcome you are concerned about is earnings
later in life, looking at the data, there seem
to be some schools that deliver more bang

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

Junior cultural studies major Emily Hodshire started a Change.org petition calling for the LGBTQ Office
of Culture and Community coordinator position to be filled. It became vacant after former coordinator
Lex Lawson’s departure in September 2016.

Sommers said she considers positions that directly serve the students as
a priority and is thankful for students
working together.
“What I care about is doing the right
thing on behalf of all of our students
today,” Sommers said. “I was extraordinarily grateful for their candor, and for

their maturity, and the discourse, [and]
I was extraordinarily grateful that they
were brave enough to step forward. My
only hope is that we can do everything in
our power to live up to our commitments
to our students.”

income if you’re taking on debt to come
to college,” Friedman said.
Friedman said students concerned
with income may need to consider
more conservative options, which could
include still attending Columbia but with
a different major.
Information about a student’s likelihood
to rise from the lowest 20 percent economic

compared with the Fall 2016 Semester
freshman class, which had a median parent income of $80,591.
Of the 54 higher educational institutions cited in the study, Columbia
ranks 48th in the upward mobility rate
of its graduating students in regards to
parent income
These rates may have changed because
of the college’s increase in institutional aid
from $18,625,224 in 2012 to $37,533,315
in 2016, which could increase the access
of low-income students and their likelihood of success, though there is no data to
indicate this change in the success rate.
The creation of the Career Center in Fall
2016 may have also had an impact on the
success of current students.
Friedman said students who want to be
successful need to build experience for
their resumes by participating organizations and finding internships that are
critical before graduating.
“You can’t come to college, be lazy
and think going to classes and doing
nothing else is going to give you a guaranteed job,” Friedman said. “In today’s
culture and climate, you have to do extra
work to go above and beyond to make
yourself successful.”

There seem to be some schools that deliver more
bang for the buck in terms of how wealthy they
are and how good outcomes later in life are.
NICK FLAMANG
for the buck, in terms of how wealthy they
are and how good outcomes later in life
are,” Flamang said.
Erik J. Friedman, associate dean
of Career Development and Industry
Relations for the Career Center, said
students who are concerned about the
findings of the study should consult him
or career coordinators about the expected
earnings of their fields.
“Different fields have different starting
salaries, some are more than others, and
it’s good to have knowledge about what
to expect when you graduate regarding

situation to the top 20 percent, or upward
mobility, is also included in the report.
Columbia students coming from the
lowest income households about 10.3 percent of the students attending Columbia
from 1999–2004, were found to have a 9
percent chance of reaching the highest
economic quintile.
American’s born into the lowest income
tier have an 8 percent chance of rising to
the highest income tier, according to a
Jan. 23, 2014, NPR article.
The median parent income of the students involved in the study was $85,100

aportalatin@chroniclemail.com

ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
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» MARISA SOBOTKA &
CONNOR CARYNKSI
CAMPUS REPORTERS
STUDENTS AND MEMBERS of
Columbia’s Student Socialists
group left classes to gather in

freezing temperatures to protest
Trump’s pro-corporate agenda
and advocate for causes such as
#BlackLivesMatter, undocumented immigrant rights and
minimum wage increases.

» PHOTOS BY WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
Columbia’s Socialist Student group organized the walkout along with Socialists
Alternative group members in protest of Trump’s recent inauguration on Jan.20.

The Socialist Students, along
with national Socialist Alternative
members, emulated other institutions including Loyola University
and University of Illinois at
Chicago, at which students staged
a class walkout during Trump’s
Jan. 20 presidential inauguration.
The Columbia students organized the class walkout on Jan.27,
bringing signs for attendees and
coordinating speakers to address
the crowd. Crowd participation
was just under 30 people according
to Ryan Hartson, lead organizer
of Socialist Students and senior
creative writing major.
Marchers carried signs that
read “Leave facts alone,” and
“Fight sexism,” as well as chanting, “Hey—no fear, immigrants are
welcome here.”
The group is looking to organize
students into a mass movement
and address the struggles they
believe will arise during Trump’s
presidency, Hartson said.
“The walkout is not about ditching school,” said Sarah Gonser,
president of Socialist Students and

junior cinema art + science major.
“A lot of people ask why do we do it,
and it’s honestly to help empower
students. Students have been at
the forefront of a lot of struggles
throughout history, and I think
right now, there is a need for that
to continue.”
Gonser said students have
played prominent roles in social
activism initiatives in the past such

as the ‘60s anti-war movement and
the Occupy movement. The more
students involved in walkouts,
protests and rallies, the more
pressure is put on political leaders, she added.
“When you are a student, you
are in your own bubble, and while
stuff happening in Washington
may bother you to some extent,
you feel disconnected from it,”

SEE WALKOUT, PAGE 10

Socialist Students lead
walkout against Trump

The march led by the Socialist Student group at Columbia planned to walk out of
class and head to Trump Tower, on 401 N. Wabash Ave.

The Music Center at Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan Avenue

Music Department Events

Monday January 30
Guitar Student Convocation

12:00 pm

Tuesday January 31
Student Piano Recital #1 at the Sherwood

7:00 pm

Wednesday February 1
Guitar Concert Series at the Conaway
12:00 pm
Moving Towards Music - with Richard Reed 6:30 pm
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SEMESTER IN LA
OPEN HOUSE SESSIONS
FOR SEMESTER IN LOS ANGELES
SPRING, SUMMER, J-TERM, & FALL
2017–2018

Animation
Drama Writing for Television
Editing
Screenwriting
Producing
Graduate Producing
Comedy Writing for Television
Directing
Transmedia & Cross Platform
Development

Information Sessions
Wednesday, February 22, 2017
10:00AM–11:00AM
11:30AM–12:30PM
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 302

Thursday, February 23, 2017
3:30PM–4:30PM
5:30PM–6:30PM
600 S. Michigan Ave., Rm. 1301

Friday, February 24, 2017
10:00AM–11:00AM
1104 S. Wabash Ave., Rm. 502

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:
Semester in LA
323-960-8020

COLUM.EDU/SEMESTERINLA
@SILA_CCC
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Faculty members René King and Joan
Giroux created the course “InArch: Civic
Engagement Studio,” in which students
will help create an after-school center.

» ESTHER BELL/CHRONICLE

Course to create new teen
center in Edgewater
» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER
A NEW INTERDISCIPLINARY course
gives students the chance to get
involved with a civic project on the
city’s North Side with the help of
the neighborhood alderman and
community residents.

Columbia faculty members
René King and Joan Giroux introduced the course, “InArch: Civic
Engagement Studio,” for the Spring
2017 Semester. The course will
result in a proposal for a Teen
Hub in the Broadway Armory
Park located in Edgewater, 5917
N. Broadway.

Throughout the semester, students will be working directly
with residents of the 48th Ward
to create a space that will act as an
after-school program space.
According to Giroux, other
activities within the Teen Hub are
still being identified, but physical
activities and tutoring are likely to
be included.
King, the associate chair of the
Design Department, and Giroux,
an associate professor in the Art
& Art History Department created
the course.
“The students are going into the
community, and they are meeting
with all the stakeholders who are
going to be the users of the space,
and they are learning to develop
what we call a design program for
the first time, based upon actual
user input,” King said.
A total of 15 students—mostly
juniors to seniors—have registered for the course described on

the college website as an “upper
level design studio that exposes
students to hands on civic
engagement opportunities.”
Caitlyn Brunner, a senior design
major enrolled in the course, said
for many students, this is the first
time they will be working with
communities outside of the school.
“We do a lot of fictitious design,
and that’s great, but our circle is
very small,” Brunner said. “It will
be nice to [hear from] people who
aren’t designers; that will be something that is very interesting.”
According to the professors, the
course will be divided into three
parts and will begin by preparing
students to have conversations
with residents.
King added that the class will
interview local youth who could
use this hub. Later, students will
create proposals for what the space
should look like.
The course will conclude with
the students presenting their ideas
to Ald. Harry Osterman (48th) and
other stakeholders in the community, according to King.

Osterman said he looks forward
to the teens in the Edgewater area
having a safe space in the city
of Chicago.
The final phase will also have
the class starting work on funding from stakeholders within
the community.
“All of this will be part of the catalyst and leveraging for the alderman to go to his constituents and
say we’ve got these great ideas for
building out this space for a teen
hub, and I really want this to happen,” Giroux said.
Not only will the course show
students the effects of civic engagement, but it will create relationships between the students and
Edgewater residents, Giroux said.
“We are really trying to teach
a process for them to go out and
engage with others with that process and curiosity,” King said, “It
is something they are going to continue to think about as they move
though the different phases of their
professional lives.”
msobotka@chroniclemail.com

GET READY FOR THE TERRIFYING NEW CHAPTER

YOU ARE
INVITED TO SEE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 2
7:00PM
STOP BY THE COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE OFFICE TO GET
A PASS FOR TWO
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!
33 EAST CONGRESS, SUITE 224,
CHICAGO, IL 60605
Screening passes valid strictly for Columbia College Chicago students
with a valid student ID, staff, and faculty only and are distributed at
the discretion of the promotional partner. Those that have received a
screening pass or promotional prize within the last 90 days are not
eligible. *No purchase necessary. Void where prohibited or restricted
by law. Please refer to screening passes for all other restrictions.
Paramount Pictures, all promo partners and their affiliates accept
no responsibility or liability in connection with any loss or accident
incurred in connection with use of a ticket. Participating sponsors,
their employees & family members and their agencies are not eligible.
This film is rated PG-13 for “violence/terror, thematic elements, some
sexuality and brief drug material.” Theater is overbooked to ensure
capacity. Seating is available on a first come, first served basis and is
not guaranteed.

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT ALL BROADWAY IN CHICAGO BOX OFFICES AND TICKETMASTER RETAIL LOCATIONS • GROUPS 10+: 312- 977-1710
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» Courtesy CHARLOTTE KENNETT
Senior theatre majors Charlotte Kennett and Kearney Fagan’s web series, “Chapstick,” gained popularity during its first season and is in production for Season 2.

Comedy students create web
series for LGBT community
WHAT STARTED AS senior theatre
majors Charlotte Kennett and
Kearney Fagan’s class project
has turned into “Chapstick,” a
web series for the LGBT community that recently finished its first
season to great acclaim.
Kennett and Fagan, both in
Columbia’s comedy studies
program, released “Chapstick”
last year and gained popularity
from publicity from VICE and
Curve magazines.
The web series is about Marlo
and Addy, two young queer-identifying women, trying to make it
as artists in the city.
“Chapstick is a comedic LGBTQ
web series about two best friends
and the craziness that happens in
their lives as artists and as queer
women,” Fagan said.
The idea for the web series came
from Kennett’s semester at The
Second City. She said the first episode of the web series was written
for the final project in the program.
It was after that class finished that
Kennett and Fagan realized they
had something worth pursuing
and wanted to continue filming.
According to Kennett and
Fagan, the mission of “Chapstick”
is to normalize LGBT characters

on television and in film. They
wanted to create a show that gave
more dimension to these characters than their sexual preference
or gender identity.
“There isn’t a lot of LGBTQ
comedic content out there, and we
just felt like we had the perspective
to do it right,” Kennett said.
The pair then set out to find a
cast of LGBT actors to play characters in the series. Fagan said
because Kennett had experience
on film sets, she had connections
with other Columbia students
who would be passionate about
the project.
“If you create something that
there is a lack of, people will want
to be a part of it,” Fagan said.
“Because the face of our show was
LGBTQ comedy people, those people were more willing to help out.”
Fagan and Kennett said they
pulled experiences from their
own lives but exaggerated the situations to make them funnier and
more entertaining.
“We just wanted to create
something we wanted to see,
so the direction came from
out of our own lives and the
struggles that we do face, but
also the exciting parts of it,”
Kennett said.
Fagan said the positive
message of “Chapstick” is that

SEE CHAPSTICK ,PAGE 11

» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER
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bagel
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1112 S.Wabash • Chicago • elevencitydiner.com
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Columbia wins national library award
» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER
JAN CHINDLUND, DEAN of the Library,
said she has applied for the
Excellence in Academic Libraries
Award ever since she knew of its
existence with the goal of entering
Columbia until her staff won.
After five years of implementing programs and formatting
applications, the Library has
been awarded the long-awaited
national accolade.
Columbia is one of three schools
in the nation to receive this year’s
annual award from the Association
of College & Research Libraries.
The award recognizes the library
resources and staff of one community college, a public university and
a private college that offer programs
providing valuable services and
resources to improve the educational value of their institutions.
Winners in previous years
include the University of Virginia,

Purdue University and University
of Minnesota Twin Cities.
Chindlund said when she first
heard the Library won the award,
she was both surprised and proud.
She added that this year’s award
application captured the enthusiasm and passion she had seen from
the staff during her nine years with
the Library.
“One of the things [Chindlund]
said when she came to interview is
she thought the staff here was special,” said Kimberley Hale, head of the
Library’s Community Engagement.
“She wanted to show others how
special the staff was.”
The Library, which was selected
for its creative ways of engaging
with the campus community,
will receive national attention,
$3,000 and a plaque presented by
the president of the ACRL.
The application submitted for the
award cited various Library programs that engaged both students
and the off-campus community.

Program cited include the The Big
Read, a two month celebration of a
selected book; annual Sketchbook
Project, collection of artists
sketchbooks; and the Little Indie
Press Festival, a series of activities
highlighting publishing.
“[Columbia’s] Library in particular has become the center of the
community—a place where people
can come together, for enrichment,
for connection with other people
who are doing similar types of work,
for socialization, for exploring and
various research opportunities,”
said Rebecca Blakispon, chair of
the University Library Section of
the ACRL in the Academic Library
Awards Committee.
Student involvement like the
Artist in Residence Program, the
Creativity Prize and the many
exhibits that feature student
work were also highlighted in
the application.
Two students, A. Wong and
Xzavier Weed, who work in the

Library’s Access Services and
Assessment Department, collaborated with faculty to create the
application. Wong’s photos and
Weed’s illustrations appeared
throughout the application.
“To highlight some of our student workers in this process, as
well as the content, really shows
our strong relationship with [students],” Chindlund said.
The money from the award
will be used primarily to fund the
awards ceremony, which will be

hosted in the Library and open to
all students, according to Hale.
Plans are still being made but the
ceremony is expected to occur in
April, Hale added.
“It was inspiring to think that
[Columbia’s programs] are things
that we can do at other libraries,”
Blakispon said. “It’s different
because of the student body, but
there is a lot of stuff other libraries
could emulate.”
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
» G-JUN YAM/CHRONICLE

Library Dean Jan Chindlund received the 2017 Excellence in Academic Libraries
Award Jan. 17, for the staff’s commitment to community engagement on campus.
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CAMPUS
WALKOUT, FROM 4

said Zakiva Anyanwu, junior business & entrepreneurship major. “I
feel like this is a way to connect
yourself to something that is actually going to affect you.”
The News Office declined to
comment on the college’s behalf
regarding the class walkouts, but
the Student Organization Council
was aware of the walkout, according to Gonser.
Socialist Students also participated in the Jan. 21 Women’s
March in Chicago and the city’s
Jan. 20 protests following the
inauguration, according to Gonser.
The group also helped coordinate
a walkout at Evanston Township
High School Jan. 24.
“The first inaugural weekend
was phenomenal, and the Women’s
March was unprecedented in the
scope and scale, but Trump didn’t
stop being president,” Hartson
said. “That is why this needs to
keep going and growing for the
next four years.”
Junior theatre major and walkout participant, Jordan Ett, said
he hopes this is the first of many
group events because it gives visibility to the fact people are still
“moving and marching.”
“In continuing these kind of
marches, we learn to be unsettled,
and it becomes a way to continually remember where we stand as
human beings,” Ett said.
Squad cars and police officers escorted the group as they
marched from to Trump Tower,
401 N. Wabash Ave., from the
Congress Plaza, on the corner of
North Michigan Avenue and East
Congress Parkway. There was no
disorderly behavior and protesters dispersed peacefully when the
walkout concluded.
The Socialist group invited
walkout attendees to attend a
Resist Trump public meeting
on Jan. 28 to develop strategies
for protest, at U.E. Hall, 37 S.
Ashland Ave.
“There’s a need for people to get
involved, and people are wanting to get involved,” Gonser said.
“We’re just going to continue to
plan mass meetings like this
throughout the whole semester.”
msobotka@chroniclemail.com
ccarynski@chroniclemail.com
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CAMPUS
CHAPSTICK, FROM PAGE 7

members of the LGBT community
both star in and produce the show,
because it is common for mainstream media to cast non-LGBT
actors to portray the roles.
“That is not necessary when you
know a bunch of talented LGBTQ
actors and comedians,” Fagan
said. “This is real and it shows that
we can connect in other ways than
just our labels.”
Indra Andreshak, a 2016 theatre alumna, plays Julia in the
web series, one of Marlo and
Addy’s friends. While Andreshak’s
character in the show is straight,

she said the show and its characters cover all areas of the
LGBT community.
“The show is quirky, doesn’t take
itself too seriously, and at the same
time is not ignoring the fact that
people consider themselves to be
bi, gay, lesbian, everything across
the spectrum,” Andreshak said.
Kennett and Fagan are
currently working on season
two, which is set to release in
Summer 2017.
According to the pair, they
are in the pre-production stages
but are excited to see how the

“Chapstick” aims to normalize
LGBT characters in film and
television through comedic content,
according to Kennett and Fagan.

relationships develop between
characters and watching how
episodes change after editing.
“We want to create content that
others can look to and feel good
about and laugh,” Kennett said.
“Right now especially, there is a
lot of heaviness, and we are just
hoping we can bring some light
into the community and beyond.”
msobotka@chroniclemail.com

» Courtesy CHARLOTTE KENNETT

PRESIDENT
KWANG-WU KIM
IS PLEASED TO OFFER

STUDENT OFFICE HOURS
FOR THE SPRING 2017 SEMESTER
Share Your Columbia Story with Dr. Kim
Appointments are 20 minutes and are held in
President Kim’s office, on the 5th floor of 600 South Michigan.

Please RSVP for a date
January 27 - 11:00 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.
February 24 - 11:00 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.
March 31 - 11:00 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.
April 21 - 11:00 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.
May 5 - 11:00 a.m. – 12:40 p.m.
To register for a slot, please look for tweets from
@StudentLoop, @kwkimcolumbia,
or the https://www.facebook.com/CCCstudentloop
Space is limited so register today!
Limit one slot per student.
If you have any questions, please contact
officeofthepresident@colum.edu
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CAMPUS

You know you know an
, so
them for the:

DEADLINE: February 10, 2017
To nominate a faculty member, send an email to
ETA@colum.edu and include the following information:
•

Your name and status (student or faculty)

•

The nominee's name and department

•

Briefly explain: How has this faculty member
made a difference in your educational experience,
or significantly contributed to student learning at
Columbia?
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ARTS & CULTURE

Pulitzer Prize finalist show “Gloria” draws in younger age at The Goodman » page 15

Centennial celebrates renowned Chicago poet
» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» Courtesy UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN PRESS

ARCHIVIST MEG HIXON has been immersed
for two and a half years in poet Gwendolyn
Brooks’ correspondence with fellow Illinois poet Langston Hughes, and others, in
order to introduce audiences to the writer
and her work.
Hixon is often struck by how gracious
Brooks was with the public.
“One thing I appreciate the most is how
much Gwendolyn Brooks appreciated her
fans, particularly children,” Hixon said.
“She was really great about fan responses
and would write responses on a piece
of notebook paper and staple it to the
original letter.”
Hixon, the archival and literary
manuscript specialist for the Rare
Book and Manuscript Library at
the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, has been living and
breathing the archives—which
Hixon estimates take up about
250 feet of shelf space—since she
began her work at the university in
2014. Her goal is to have all of Brooks’
material archived by Summer 2017,
which would have been the official centennial of Brooks, who was born June
7, 1917.
One hundred years after her birth
and almost two decades after her death
in 2000, Brooks’ flame still burns bright.
The Gwendolyn Brooks Centennial begins
Feb. 2 at the School of the Art Institute
of Chicago. Reading events and performances centered on Brooks will be part
of the celebrations.

Brooks is one of the most important writers of the 20th century,
but many people do not know who she is.
QURAYSH ALI LANSANA
Poet Quraysh Ali Lansana, one of Brooks’
last mentees, conceived the reading event,
Our Miss Brooks, sponsored in part by The
Poetry Foundation and the Community
Trust Foundation.
“Brooks, in my mind, has been understudied and undervalued in the literary canon,”
Ali Lansana said.

Brooks, the first black person to receive
a Pulitzer Prize in 1950 for her 1949 book
“Annie Allen,” is celebrated throughout
Chicago and the country for her work as
a poet, author, feminist and mother who
often wrote about racial issues, social
justice and women’s rights. Brooks’
teaching career, which began in the early
‘60s, brought her to Columbia, Chicago

State University, Northeastern Illinois
University, Columbia University and the
University of Wisconsin.
Born in Kansas but raised in Chicago,
Brooks’ passion for reading and writing
started at a young age, and she quickly
entered the city’s literary community that
would later celebrate her successes.
Ali Lansana, an award-winning poet,
author and lecturer in SAIC’s Creative
Writing Department, served as the director
of the Gwendolyn Brooks Center for Black
Literature at Chicago State University
from 2002 to 2011. He is also co-editor

of the anthology “Revise the Psalm: Work
Celebrating the Writing of Gwendolyn
Brooks,” alongside Sandra Jackson-Opoku,
also an award-winning poet, writer and
journalist who writes frequently on culture
and travel in the African diaspora.
The book, published Jan. 17 on Curbside
Splender, pays homage to Brooks’ writing
and activism through essays and poems
inspired by her work.
Ali Lansana, also the artistic director
of the citywide initiative Our Miss
Brooks 100, said Brooks’ race, gender
and career decisions affected her
portrayal by the larger community.
He said publishing the anthologies
in time for the centennial aims to
change Brooks’ public perception
and re-energize her value in the
literary conversation.
“Brooks is one of the most
important writers of the 20th
century, but many people do not
know who she is,” Ali Lansana
said. “Many people only know
her by ‘We Real Cool,’ which
is an often-anthologized poem
which she grew to loathe for
that reason.”
The Feb. 2 event, which will
feature five black Pulitzer Prizewinning poets including Rita Dove,
Yusef Komunyakaa and Natasha
Trethewey, is just one of more than
30 events happening this year in
Chicago to commemorate Brooks, Ali
Lansana said.
Elizabeth Burke-Dain, director of marketing and media at the Poetry Foundation,
said Our Miss Brooks 100 will occur
throughout the year with dance performances from the Joffrey Ballet and a play
by Manual Cinema based on Brooks’ life, as
well as a June 7 display of Brooks’ archives
at the Foundation that Hixon is working
to complete.
Burke-Dain said the centennial clearly
demonstrates that Brooks’ words live on,
but her close Chicago ties lift her up on a
high pedestal.
“[Brooks] is a Chicago daughter,” BurkeDain said. “The uniqueness of her voice
influenced both black and Caucasian poets.
The ideas that she [covers] in her writing,
we are still experiencing them now, so her
poems seem fresh today. [She] still has so
much to offer us and we thank her for that.”
aparrella@chroniclemail.com
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Thursday, Feb. 2
MOTIONLESS IN WHITE
» ZOË EITEL
MANAGING EDITOR

The world isn't ready for
a transgender thriller

O

riginally titled "Tomboy: A
Revenger's Tale"—which is perhaps the worst name for a movie
ever—"The Assignment" premiered
last year at the Toronto Film Festival
and released its first trailer Jan. 23. The
movie has generated backlash since its
original debut, and the trailer for the
U.S. 2017 release added more fuel to the
fire, causing more calls for boycotts.
"The Assignment," alternatively
referred to as "(re)Assignment," follows low-life hit man Frank Kitchen
as he tries to get revenge on the people
who have wronged him. Seems like a
typical B-movie, right? Wrong. Near
the beginning of his journey, Kitchen
angers a psychotic Hannibal Lector-like
surgeon, played by Sigourney Weaver,
by killing her brother. This causes
Weaver's character to use her mad-doctor skills to kidnap and force Kitchen to
undergo gender reassignment surgery,
which is why he is played by Michelle
Rodriguez of "Fast and Furious" fame.
Many transgender activist groups
have been protesting the movie as
insensitive to the struggle of transgender people by turning a potentially
life-saving surgery into torture. But
the movie isn't about being transgender
as it relates to gender identity. Frank
is still Frank throughout, despite his
anatomy change. To Frank, the surgical
alteration of his biological sex is a punishment; it is not something he wanted.
"The Assignment" is not a movie about
someone who identifies as transgender or
reaffirming one's gender through surgery.
This is just a crappy action movie that
tried to use a hot topic to be edgy and did
it too soon. A film using gender reassignment surgery and treating it as a punishment cannot happen until the reaffirming,
correct use of it is socially accepted.
The writer of a Jan. 23 Refinery29
post raises the query that is most
commonly brought up in movies or
TV shows with transgender characters: Why isn't the character being
played by a transgender actor?
14 THE CHRONICLE JANUARY 30, 2017

Riviera Theatre
4746 N. Racine Ave.
5 p.m.
$28.50 - $32.50

Tuesday, Jan. 31
PHOX & CUDDLE MAGIC

TALIB KWELI

Lincoln Hall
2424 N. Lincoln Ave.
8 p.m.
$20 adv, $23 door, 21+

Metro Chicago
3730 N. Clark St.
9 p.m.
$25, 18+

Tuesday, Jan. 31

Although that is usually an important
question to ask, the Refinery29 post
fails to ask what it would mean to have
a transgender actor playing a character
who is not even transgender and never
wanted to go through gender reassignment surgery. There is no reason
a transgender actor should have to go
through the possible dysphoria resulting from playing such a character.
One of the most problematic issues
that has come out of this movie how news
sites have reported on it. In reviews of the
movie and articles on its release from outlets like Variety, The Hollywood Reporter
and IndieWire, Kitchen is referred to by
offensive and unacceptable terms and
pronouns. These include "(s)he," "him/
her" and, the worst yet, "he-turned-she."
No matter how terrible a movie is or
how much someone does not agree with
its topic, offensive terms such as these
should never be used, let alone make it
into publication. This somewhat crude
and cheesy film has inadvertently brought
up the issue of how disrepesctfully many
news publications treat people, even fictional ones, when they are trying to make
a point. A news outlet cannot condemn
a movie for trivializing and mistreating
transgender issues while using offensive pronouns in the same sentence.
While there are many problems
with this movie—including its original
title—there are just as many problems
with the media condemning it.
zeitel@chroniclemail.com

Thursday, Feb. 2

Saturday, Feb. 4

DINOSAUR PILE UP

WILDE & FRIDAY PILOTS CLUB

Township
2200 N. California Ave.
6 p.m.
$12

The Elbo Room
2871 N. Lincoln Ave.
8:30 p.m.
$10

FROM THE FRONT ROW
Truckfighters' guitarist Niklas
“Dango” Nällgren leaped into
the air during a packed show at
Reggie’s Rock Club, 2109 S. State
St., on Jan. 24.

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

ARTS & CULTURE

Goodman’s ‘Gloria’ brings new
perspective to publishing industry
a dead-end career— has been
associated with the play since
workshopping it in New York in
DOZENS OF STUDENTS crowded
2012. The play had its debut at the
the seats, at the Goodman The- Vineyard Theatre in New York City
atre and anxiously waited for the on May 28, 2015, where it had a for
darkly humorous but inspiring two-month run.
play “Gloria” to begin. Classical
Robert Falls, the artistic direcmusic filled the theatre as the cur- tor at the Goodman Theatre, saw
tain opened on two millennials the show in New York City and
hard at work in an office.
decided to move the play into a
“Gloria,” written by Pulitzer larger space, according to Combs.
Prize finalist Brandon Jacobs“It is a really exciting thing to
Jenkins and directed by Evan be attached to a play that has had
Cabnet, brings its audience into such a long arc, a long journey,”
another reality. The show that Combs said. “Ending up at the
began its run at the Goodman Goodman feels pretty natural.”
Theatre, 170 N. Dearborn St., on
The story follows a group of
Jan. 14 continues through Feb. 19. ambitious publishing assistants in
Catherine Combs, who plays their 20s, working in an unhealthy
Ani—a hardworking editorial environment, full of constant
assistant who is still ambitious stress, negativity and competidespite seeing herself, and her tion, at an iconic New York magaco-workersa s being stuck in zine. But when a shooting occurs
» KENDRAH VILLIESSE
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

inside the office, the play takes an
unexpected turn. The focus is on
the characters’ constant battle
to find themselves and break out
of the tainted office, where they
over-publicize the same gory story
over and over again just to climb
the ladder of success.
Diana Beltran, a student at the
University of Illinois at Chicago
who saw “Gloria” Jan. 25 during
The Goodman’s College Night, said
she wants to see it again because
she wants to re-live what she
called an incredible performance.
“I came, and I was completely
unprepared.” Beltran said. “It
really makes you think, and it
is well put together. It served its
purpose as art.”
The show interprets today’s
dynamics of the workforce and the
difficult and awkward transition
in this generation, from interning

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE
Students attended the play ‘Gloria,” a Pulitzer-Prize finalist, during college night
on Jan. 25 at The Goodman Theatre, 170 N. Dearborn St.

to becoming employed after college, according to Patrick Hill, a
spokesman at the Goodman.
“It really speaks to society right
now; how we interact with people
in general,” Hill said. “The play is
about how to conduct yourself as a

person in the workplace and when
something out of the ordinary
happens at work, how people deal
with it and how society deals with
sudden change.”
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

230 S. Wabash Ave, Chicago, IL
Near Jackson Blvd.
60604.
312-427-5580

800-421-1899

M-F : 8:30am-5:30pm
SAT: 8:30am-5pm

24 HOUR FAX
Fax: 312-427-1898
www.centralcamera.com

Additional
5% Discount
For students,
teachers and
faculty on most supplies

Offering the “gift” of photography. Photographic headquarters since 1899— Our “117th year”
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Local bookstore’s monthly panels to
provide space for artists, resistance
conversation rather than a presentation or reading. Attendees
are encouraged to stick around
PACKED INTO THE small corridors of
afterwards to continue their
an Andersonville bookstore, Chidiscussions and mingle with the
cagoans came together to inspire
speakers present.
political change and build resis“You can keep talking with each
tance in response to the inauguother,” Makkai said. “With the
ration of Donald Trump.
people you heard present and stay
Women and Children First,
engaged so you’re being educated.”
5233 N. Clark St., will be hosting
For each panel, Makkai said the
a monthly series at which artists,
curators seek panelists of different
writers and political activists
ages, genders and ethnic backfrom Chicago and around the
grounds, as well as artists from
world will hold panels on politics,
all over the city.
according to series co-curator
The Jan. 26 speakers included
Rebecca Makkai. The first event
illustrator Aleksandar Hemon,
of the series on Jan. 26, titled The
Roger Reeves, Coya Paz, Eula Biss,
» ESTHER BELL /CHRONICLE
Conversation, focused on art and
and Monica Trinidad. Reeves and
resistance, served as a fundraiser Local Chicago activists, artists, and authors spoke Jan. 26 on art and resistance Trinidad are from Chicago and
at Women and Children First bookstore, 5233 N. Clark St.
for the Chicago Literacy Alliance
politically active in the city.
and continued at a local restaurant. this needed to be a series to take
The series will encourage dis“We have amazing voices here
“Trump won the election, and at place at the intersection of culture cussion between panelists and the in Chicago, artists who are really
that point, it was clear to us that and politics,” Makkai said.
audience members, mirroring a politically active, not even in the
»BLAIR PADDOCK
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

most traditional ways,” Makkai
said. “[They] have something to
say about society, our culture and
our world.”
Trinidad said some of the critical conversations about resistance are happening on social
media sites like Facebook, so it is
important to get people together
in person and have those same
conversations to truly understand
where people are coming from.
“We’re all fighting for the same
thing, but we all have different
ways of doing it,” Trinidad said.
“[We need to] recognize the various
levels of opportunities there are as
artists in the struggle and what
we’re up against.”
Reeves said community discussions like The Conversation
are key in the current political
climate to decide how to march
and organize.
“If we don’t stay in conversation
with each other, we might miss
something,” Reeves said. “We only
do better as a collective.”
bpaddock@chroniclemail.com

Ideally located in
the heart of historic
Printer’s Row sits
Hotel Blake, a
boutique Chicago
Hotel. Whether you
visit Chicago for
business or pleasure,
Hotel Blake offers
upscale Chicago
Accommodations
along with
impeccable service.
When making reservations
mention the Columbia College
Friends and Family rate for
special discounts and offers.
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concert review

Truckfighters traveling across
the globe, with a range of dates
in America, Canada and Sweden.
On Jan. 24, it was Chicago’s turn
to host this burgeoning group of
stoner rockers at Reggies Rock
Club, 2109 S. State St., featuring
support from U.S. openers Kings
Destroy and Blue Dream.
The decent-sized venue has
exposed-brick walls and a blue-lit
bar, and the countless band stickers plastered on most surfaces
show that Reggies has hosted a
Truckfighters’ Niklas Källgren thrives on the crowd’s energy during the band’s Jan. 24 show at Reggies Rock Club, 2109
S. State St.
multitude of talents. As the crowd
began to fill the space, Blue Dream
played funky psychedelic rock to
start out the night, featuring Mick
» JAMES FIRKINS
Jagger-esque
vocals, loud shirts
Cedermalm step onstage, before groove-laden riffs are innovative
COPY EDITOR
and
a
particularly
amorous bassist
bouncing around relentlessly, and the tone of the guitars show an
who
was
more
Spinal-Tap
than
jumping, running, shouting and attention and care for the music
Rolling
Stones.
Kings
Destroy
GUITARIST NIKLAS KÄLLGREN walks
kicking. As the band Truckfighters they create. V, released Sept. 30,
onstage to the capacity crowd, frenetically works through the 2016, via their own Fuzzorama followed, hailing from Brooklyn,
takes off his shirt, throws it into groovy new riffs of its latest album Records outside the U.S., is a slight and its “no-nonsense” approach
the audience, picks up his guitar V, Källgren never stops. It’s inspir- change in direction for the band translated into an honest set list
and opens a wall of sound.
ing and impossible to resist.
because it augments its heavy featuring Kyuss-style vocals—
He runs to the front, allowTruckfighters, formed in Örebro, stoner rock sound with lengthier ranging from doom metal sludge
ing the crowd to hit the strings Sweden, in 2001, is a desert rock atmospheric, psychedelic sections. to fervent hardcore.
With the crowd suitably fired
as drummer Daniel Israelsson band often likened to genre
A fresh new album inevitably
up,
Truckfighters played for more
and bassist and vocalist Oskar giants Fu Manchu or Kyuss. Its means another tour, and V has
» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

» WESLEY HEROLD/CHRONICLE

Truckfighters bring fuzzy feeling

LENNY AND STEVE by Nick Messink

INTERNET FOLK by James Tsitiridis

than an hour, not counting the few
minutes between the main set
and the encore. With their fuzzy,
bold, heavy sound playing through
Bogner, Hiwatt and Line6 amps,
these Swedish rockers provided a
truly interactive show, never forgetting the crowd for a moment
and instigating call-and-response,
encouraging fans to sing along,
headbang and mosh, and reveal
why the band is steadily earning
a stalwart fanbase.
After the show and sweating,
tired and out of breath, Källgren
was still on fire. Returning to the
merch table to help the sudden
rush of fans high-fiving, buying
vinyl and t-shirts, he displayed
an infectious enthusiasm that
other musicians in the genre of
rock might eschew. When asked
about how the show felt he said,
“It felt good.” Proving the crowd is
Truckfighters’ main focus for creating great desert rock he went on
to say, “Fans are great in Chicago.
May the fuzz be with you.”
jfirkins@chroniclemail.com

nickmessinkillustrations.com

jsidiritist.com
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Chicago-based artist showcases gender,
sexuality at first solo exhibition
through a variety of drawings and
paintings, according to the Hyde
Park Art Center website. Mott’s
JESSIE MOTT HAS always had a pas- drawings of animal-like creatures
sion for art, dating back to child- with human body parts are a highhood. Her goal in high school was light of the show.
to attend New York University
One of Mott’s most publicized
and earn a bachelor’s degree in drawings, “Arthur,” made with
Studio Art.
ink, colored pencil, and gouache on
Once there, Mott drew, painted paper, is a four-eyed, multi-colored,
and sculpted her way through to doe-like creature with breasts.
make that dream come true.
Mott said her art centers pri“Being in New York City and hav- marily around animals because
ing access to all of those cultural she grew up with a loving passion
institutions and getting to look at for them.
art all the time... really sparked
“I wasn’t allowed to have any
my desire to be a professional [animals] growing up, so I would
artist,” said Mott, who now lives make up a lot of stories and draw
in Chicago.
characters,” Mott said.
Her first solo exhibition, “A Wish
Mott said as a child, she creto Repair,” opened Jan. 22 and will ated a fantasy world every time
run until April 23 at the Hyde she drew, and that continued into
Park Art Center, 5020 S. Cornell adulthood. She added that a lot of
Ave. Her work explores intimacy, her ideas are inspired by nightdesire, beauty, anxiety and shame mares she had or books she read,
» MICHELLE LOPEZ
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

they are brought to life through
oil paintings.
“I had a lot of nightmares about
creatures, so sometimes I would
illustrate my dreams,” Mott said. “I
was very fascinated with the natural world, and collect a lot of books.”
Parke Ballantine, marketing
and communications manager for
the Art Center, described Mott’s
work as “sexy, sad and fantastical.”
“The [works] are very intimate
to look at and very detail-oriented,”
Ballantine said.
Ballantine said her favorite part
of the exhibit is Mott’s collaboration with Canadian artist and
writer Steve Reinke.
The collaboration uses past animations of Mott’s artwork paired
with voice recordings of friends
and family, all playing over the
music of Madonna.
Junior public relations major
Natalie Bowman who frequently

BROADWAY’S BIGGEST SELLING

MAGIC SPECTACULAR

‘Sexy, sad and fantastical’—Jessie Mott’s
first solo exhibition open until April 23
explores themes of gender and sexuality at
Hyde Park Art Center.

» KEVIN TIONGSON / CHRONICLE

visits Hyde Park Art Center said
she cannot wait to stop in and see
“A Wish To Repair.”
“I’ve followed [Mott’s] work
through social media,” Bowman
said. “She’s really talented.”
While she was enrolled in
Northwestern’s MFA program,
Mott started the writing project,
“Dialogue Between Animals.”

Mott said she would write
scripts and have her classmates
recite parts from each character as
she drew pictures of the creatures.
“My drawings keep evolving,”
she said. “They’re fantasy hybrid
creatures, and they keep evolving
with different inspiration.”
mlopez@chroniclemail.com

~ Chicago’s premier spiritual and Metaphysical
Therapy, consultation, and readings

~ Healing Guinness & meditation
~ Balance your chakras get clarity
on relationships
~ Also available for parties and
events call for appoinments.
Visit us online at
CHICAGOBESTPSYCHIC.COM
$10 off any service with this ad
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students.colum.edu/ComputerStore

Welcome Back to Your Student Technology Center.
📱📱 (312) 369-8622 💌💌 COMPUTERSTORE@COLUM.EDU

⏱ OPEN WEEKDAYS 11:00AM – 6:00PM

👉👉 33 E. CONGRESS PARKWAY

ENTRANCE ON WABASH AVE.

🤑🤑
A+ EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS
Our educational discounts on Mac,
iPad and tech accessories give you
the best bang for your buck. We also
accept payments with the BookCharge
through Student Financial Services
and have a Trade-in, Trade-up program
that makes upgrading your devices
more affordable than ever.

😱😱
FREE SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS

Your one stop for technology savings & support on
campus, from the people who know Columbia best.
Whether you're looking for complimentary appointment-free support, repairs,
technical troubleshooting, or just want to find the best device for you, we
recommend having a chat with some of your local tech nerds experts - that's us.
To get a personal computer recommendation contact us via phone, email, or checkout our
website for a department-based equipment guide!
EQUIPMENT GUIDE ‘17

EQUIPMENT GUIDE ‘17
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Check out the back page to learn more! ↩

*
FREE OFFICE 365

VISIT US TO DOWNLOAD THE
LATEST VERION OF
MICROSOFT OFFICE FOR FREE.
THE LICENSE WILL LAST YOUR
ENTIRE STAY AT COLUMBIA
AND WORKS ON MAC & PC!

+

,

FREE SUPPORT

WE OFFER THE SAME
SUPPORT AS APPLE WITH
NONE OF THE WAIT. OUR
SUPPORT IS FREE AND OUR
REPAIRS ARE LESS EXPENSIVE
AND APPLE CERTIFIED.

" (312) 369-8622 # COMPUTERSTORE@COLUM.EDU

SAVE MONEY

BUYING THE EQUIPMENT YOU
NEED DOESN’T NEED TO
BREAK THE BANK - UTILIZE
THE BOOK CHARGE VIA SFS
OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
TRADE-IN PROGRAM!
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FREE SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS

On the front page you will find all of the benefits and details of shopping here at
Columbia - on the back page you can check your department’s equipment
recommendation, our favorite applications for your major and some helpful tips!

Welcome to Your Student Technology Center.
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RADIO
TUNE-IN TO THE SOUND OF YOU.
Owned and operated by Columbia, we are your technology center on campus to find
the best deals on technology, software, accessories and equipment for class.

EQUIPMENT GUIDE ‘17

students.colum.edu/ComputerStore

We offer complimentary and
appointment-free
troubleshooting for all of
your devices, general help
and One-on-One sessions,
hardware & software
diagnostics, virus removal,
repairs for Mac and more!

(
 CERTIFIED GENIUSES

In addition to being an
Apple Authorized Campus
Store, we also have a
Certified Mac Technician on
staff to offer you the same
troubleshooting experience
and in-warranty
(AppleCare) / out-ofwarranty repairs that you
would get from Apple.

✌
ALWAYS HERE TO HELP
Our support isn’t just
Monday – Friday, it’s
lifelong. We’re here on
campus to support your
technology needs during
your stay here and after you
graduate - guaranteed.
% 33 E. CONGRESS PARKWAY
ENTRANCE ON WABASH AVE.
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FREE SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS

YOUR STORY WILL MAKE HEADLINES.
Owned and operated by Columbia, we are your technology center on campus to find
the best deals on technology, software, accessories and equipment for class.
On the front page you will find all of the benefits and details of shopping here at
Columbia - on the back page you can check your department’s equipment
recommendation, our favorite applications for your major and some helpful tips!
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FREE SUPPORT FOR STUDENTS

CAPTURE YOUR IMAGINATION.
Owned and operated by Columbia, we are your technology center on campus to find
the best deals on technology, software, accessories and equipment for class.
On the front page you will find all of the benefits and details of shopping here at
Columbia - on the back page you can check your department’s equipment
recommendation, our favorite applications for your major and some helpful tips!
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all of your devices, general help and
One-on-One sessions, hardware &
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 CERTIFIED GENIUSES

In addition to being an Apple
Authorized Campus Store, we also
have a Certified Mac Technician on
staff to offer you the same help with
troubleshooting experiences and
in-warranty (AppleCare) / out-ofwarranty repairs that you would
expect from an Apple Store.

(
 CERTIFIED GENIUSES

In addition to being an
Apple Authorized Campus
Store, we also have a
Certified Mac Technician on
staff to offer you the same
troubleshooting experience
and in-warranty
(AppleCare) / out-ofwarranty repairs that you
would get from Apple.
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ALWAYS HERE TO HELP
Our support isn’t just
Monday – Friday, it’s
lifelong. We’re here on
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technology needs during
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graduate - guaranteed.
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THE BEST SAVINGS & SERVICE FOR STUDENTS.

Must be a current student, staff, or faculty member of Columbia College Chicago to shop at the Computer Store. All offers valid while supplies last. No rain checks or special orders. All sales final. ™ and © 2016 Apple Inc. All rights reserved.
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VOTERS VS DONORS
$95.8 million circling Illinois legislative races
creates loyalty concerns

M

oney equals greed, and in
the world of politics, it equals
power. That power could
strongly influence policymaking, according to many concerned voters.
Money in politics was a contentious topic
during the 2016 election cycle. In the presidential race, Democratic candidate Hillary
Clinton was criticized for the amount of money
she received from Wall Street—investment
banker Goldman Sachs in particular. GOP
candidate—and now president—Donald
Trump accused the former secretary of state
of being a puppet controlled by her donors.
Throughout the transition period for the
Trump administration, the issue has been
front and center because of concerns about
conflicts of interest and the financial motivations of Trump’s cabinet nominees, such as
former CEO of ExxonMobil Rex Tillerson,
secretary of state.
While the nation’s eyes and ears were
glued to the endless stream of controversies
surrounding the presidential election, the
money used within state and local elections
was overlooked despite it reaching unprecedented numbers in Illinois.
These growing funds raise the question:
Do candidates represent voters or donors?
When donors contribute to a political
candidate, they expect a favor in return. An
individual who gives large donations gets

Story by Eric Bradach
Design by Zoë Haworth

more clout in a state representative’s eyes,
said Trevor Gervais, the lead organizer
for Common Cause Illinois—a nonpartisan group that promotes open, ethical and
accountable government.
“Whoever gave a million-dollar donation is
going to have far more access than an actual
constituent,” Gervais said. “With so much
money in the process, we can’t guarantee that
elected officials are going to be accountable
to the people who live in their district.”
According to campaign contribution data
collected by the National Institute on Money
in State Politics in Helena, Montana, state
legislative candidates in Illinois raised nearly
$100 million in the 2016 election cycle, with
Democrats raising approximately $60 million and Republicans $36 million. This is
a increase from the $70 million raised in
2014. Illinois was second only to California,
which had nearly $150 million raised for
state legislative races and has three times the
population, according to a July 2016 estimate
from the U.S. Census.
The Republican Party started its funding
earlier and was able to raise its total thanks
to Gov. Bruce Rauner and his political allies,
whose increases caused the Democratic
donor base—unions, organized labor and
law firms—to respond in kind, according to
Sarah Brune, executive director of the Illinois
Campaign for Political Reform.

“Previous state level elections in Illinois
have been contentious, and that’s always the
case,” said Brune, whose nonprofit organization promotes campaign finance reform,
government ethics, judicial selection and voter
education. “But both parties were fundraising
at an unprecedented clip [in 2016].”
The cash influx has raised questions not
only about whether candidates answer to their
donors, but about how much independence
politicians can exercise in their voting when
a few key individuals in each party rake in
the money and redistribute it.
“[Legislators] know if they go against the
wishes of [their political party] leaders, it can
be very difficult for them to finance their campaign and their party can work against them,”
Brune said. “It makes it difficult for rank and
file legislators to be truly independent. They
really have to stick their neck out if they are
going to make an independent decision.”
Former Democratic State Rep. Kenneth
Dunkin, 5th District, often voted against his
party, which caused the Democratic donor
base, including other Democratic legislators,
to contribute more than $2 million to primary
challenger Juliana Stratton, Illinois State
Board of Elections records show.
Dunkin was able to attract donations from a
Republican group. According to Illinois State
Board of Elections records, Dunkin received
$1.3 million from the Illinois Opportunity

Project—a nonprofit group that conservative
radio host Dan Proft co-founded. He inevitably lost the primary, and Stratton went
on to sweep the district unopposed in the
general election.
The campaign committee for Rauner
was the most powerful conduit for political
funding in Illinois’ last election. According
to Illinois State Board Elections records,
Citizens for Rauner transferred more than
$25 million in 2016 and raised $57.2 million.
However, after the November election, the
governor himself contributed $50 million
for a head start on his re-election bid for
2018. He also gave $9 million to Republican
House Leader Jim Durkin, 82nd District, in
an individual contribution.
“It’s a critical problem and something
average folks don’t pay as much attention
to as they should,” said Jay Young, political
director at Common Cause Illinois. “I don’t
think it necessarily registers with them.”
Durkin, a Burr Ridge-based legislator, was
unopposed in his re-election bid and raised
more than $18.5 million in 2016, which also
included $3 million from Citizens for Rauner
and $5 million from Kenneth Griffin—
CEO and founder of Citadel LLC, a global
investment company, and the richest man in
Illinois. More than $18.4 million of Durkin’s
funds were transferred to other Republican
candidates, the Illinois Republican Party and
the House Republican Organization, Illinois
State Board of Elections records show.
“If you’re able to raise several million
dollars from people who don’t live in [your]

Where does all the money go?

Donors give money to the political party
leaders of their choice
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Leaders keep the campaign money or transfer it to other
nominees or their politcal party

Other nominees or the political
party that recived money will either
use it for their campaign or transfer it on

district, and you’re able to win that way, then
you don’t have a huge incentive to listen to
the actual constituents,” Gervais said. “That’s
a problem.”
According to Illinois State Board of
Elections records, Illinois Speaker of the
House Michael Madigan, 22nd District,
raised more than $3.5 million in 2016 and
transferred more than $1 million. The
Chicago-based Democrat did not have opposition for re-election.
Illinois Senate President John Cullerton,
6th District, transferred more funds out of
his campaign committee, Citizens for John
Cullerton for State Senate, than it raised in
2016. It collected more than $2.6 million and
transferred more than $3 million. Cullerton
received $20,000 from the Chicago Teachers
Union, according to Illinois State Board of
Elections records.
It is common for the legislative leaders to
receive funds from their party’s supporter
base and redistribute it among the contested
races, according to Dick Simpson, political
science professor at the University of Illinois
at Chicago and former 44th Ward alderman.
“What that means is it gives the legislative
leaders much more control over their members,” he said. “Because the members, if they
should get into an [election] fight, need the
support of the money the leaders have.”
Young said voters could see the influence
of party leaders in previous legislation. He
pointed to an automatic voter registration
bill, Senate Bill 250, which Democrats and
Republicans in the General Assembly supported and passed last year.
However, Rauner vetoed the bill Aug. 12,
and several Republican legislators switched to
Rauner’s side when a vote to overturn the veto
was taken. Young said other legislators had
told him while in Springfield that the governor was “breaking arms” to get Republicans
to vote in his favor.

» FILE PHOTO

“When you have one donor who has the
ear of the entire legislator, that’s a problem,”
Young said.
Simpson said Illinois ranking second in
the nation for total funds raised in state legislative races is not surprising because of the
political battle between Rauner and Madigan
for control of the state’s legislature. In past
elections, those races were normally about
$250,000 per candidate, he added.
“State legislative races were higher than
they’ve ever been,” Simpson said. “In the
most contested races, candidates on both

While Illinois does have limitations to
campaign donations, Barber said they are
some of the nation’s highest. The limits on
PACs in Illinois are the highest in the nation
and much larger compared with the individual-donor restrictions, which is unique to
Illinois, Barber added.
According to the National Conference of
State Legislatures, legislative candidates in
Illinois can receive up to $5,400 from individuals, $53,900 from PACs, $10,800 from corporations and unions, and have no restrictions
from state parties during the general election.

Approximately $95.8 million was raised by
Illinois legislative candidates in 2016
Democrats raised
approximately
$60 million
sides spent more than $2 million each. The
cost per voter in the most expensive race was
more than $100 per vote.”
Denise Roth Barber, managing director
at the National Institute on Money in State
Politics, said she was surprised to learn Illinois
ranked so high because the state established
contribution limits in 2010.
Currently, Alabama, Missouri, Nebraska,
Oregon, Utah and Virginia have no restrictions on campaign donations to political
candidates from individuals, state parties,
political action committees, corporations and
unions, according to the National Conference
of State Legislatures.

» TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES

Republicans raised
approximately
$36 million
According to Brune, Illinois is the only
state in which candidates can be exempt from
contribution limits, such as Durkin. She said
the idea behind this provision is if a wealthy
donor starts to support a particular candidate,
their opponent should have the opportunity
to fundraise freely and not be restricted by
contribution limits.
“Whether that’s right or wrong—the jury
is still out—but it certainly contributed to the
amount that was spent [in 2016],” she said.
With the 2016 election results in, Democrats
lost four of their previously held 71 out of 118
seats in the State’s House of Representatives,
three of which had incumbents losing their

» AP PHOTO
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re-election bid. This means in order to
override a veto by Rauner, which requires
a three-fifths majority, Madigan will need
Republican support. In the Illinois State
Senate, Republicans were able to obtain two
of the 39 seats Democrats held, but the latter
still retains a super majority.
“Rauner was trying to break the so-called
super majority that Madigan held in the
House,” Simpson said. “He did in a technical
sense, but Madigan never had control over a
couple of those Democratic votes. After all
the money was spent, you have the status quo
in Springfield.”
It is inevitable for voters to focus on
national elections, such as the presidential
race, according to Gervais. However, he
encourages people to be involved and pay
attention to state and local elections because
“that is where people are impacted the most.”
Gervais said the nearly two-year Illinois
budget stalemate has cost jobs, lives and
changed how the state functions. Local and
state politicians have a greater impact on
people’s lives than the president does because
they can slash funding to localized social
services and public education, he added.
As someone who works in the collection
of campaign financing data, Barber said it
is important for that information to be made
public so voters can know who is funding their
elected officials, whether it is at the national,
state or local level. Constituents can then
question their representatives and determine
for themselves whether donors influence their
policymaking decisions, she added.
“The reality is, when someone donates a
million dollars to a candidate, they’re not
doing it for the sake of being a good person,” Gervais said. “They expect something
in return.”
ebradach@chroniclemail.com
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Governor
Bruce Rauner

Republican House Leader
Jim Durkin

Illinois Speaker of the House
Michael Madigan

Illinois Senate President
John Cullerton

Contributed $12 million to Jim Durkin
through individual contributions and
campaign committee in 2016

Raised $18.5 million
and transferred out more than
$18.4 million in 2016

Raised $3.5 million
and transferred out more than
$1 million in 2016

Raised $2.6 million
and transferred out more than
$3 million in 2016

Rauner’s position was not up for re-election this year

Durkin ran unopposed in his re-election

Madigan ran unopposed in his re-election

Cullerton’s seat was not up for re-election this year
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audiofile
» MICHELLE LOPEZ
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

A

fter its 2011 eponymous debut album
and unique stance on stage-diving,
acclaimed Californian four-piece
Joyce Manor has been garnering the attention of the pop-punk community.
Joyce Manor’s fourth studio album Cody
was released on Oct. 7, 2016, on Epitaph
Records. It is the follow-up to the band’s
2014 record Never Hungover Again, which
peaked at No. 106 on the Billboard 200. Lead
vocalist Barry Johnson, guitarist Chase
Knobbe, bassist Matt Ebert and drummer
Jeff Enzor set out Jan 30 on a co-headlining tour with AJJ with support from
Mannequin Pussy.
The Chronicle spoke to Johnson
about Cody and its reception leading up
to the band’s Feb. 3 show at Concord
Music Hall, 2047 N. Milwaukee Ave.

Joyce Manor shows world it’s not the ‘Last You’ve Heard’
were going to think about the record. The
rest of the record’s pretty much similar.
What musical influences did you have
in mind while writing Cody?
A friend asked if I’d ever gotten into Mark
Kozelek, and I said, “Not really.” He told me
to listen to it, and I became pretty obsessed;
it was all I listened to for a few months. That
was a huge influence on this record, and
this band Dear Nora. They were a band
from the early 2000s that I also got super
obsessed with. Also, not super early Green
Day, but middle-era Green Day. Nimrod and
Warning [were records] I got really into and
you can definitely hear that on the record.

Who is Cody?
That [name] was what we were going to
call the band in the very beginning. The
album cover and the title go well with each
other. We had the album cover but didn’t
have a name [for the album]. So we were
like, “Well, what were some ideas that we
THE CHRONICLE: How have fans liked in the past and never used?” and I
reacted to the new album?
was like, “Oh, Cody!” Then I looked at the
BARRY JOHNSON: When the first sin- cover and said, “This is perfect: Cody.”
gle [from Cody] “Fake I.D” went up, I was
really terrified everyone was going to hate Which song on the album was the most
it, and it’d be a laughingstock, but people difficult for you to write?
really, really liked it. It went over well, so “Angel In The Snow” gave me a lot of trouble.
after that I wasn’t that worried what people I could not get it right. I went through so

many different versions, different lyrics sounds are when they seem to appear out
[and] different choruses. I had to move of nowhere, but I don’t have that much
parts around so much, and it took so long control over how we’ve changed in that
to arrive at the finished version. It’s one regard. When you work with a different
of those songs I can’t listen to because it producer in a different studio, it’s going
stresses me out. I just want to mess with to change the vibe and the sound of it. It’s
it again [because] I feel like it could be definitely our cleanest-sounding record.
better. That was really difficult as opposed
to “Fake I.D.,” which wrote itself. As soon What’s next for Joyce Manor?
as I had the first line, it seemed like the We’re putting out a split with Elaiza [Ryan]
whole song took three seconds to write. from Crying. Other than that, we’re starting
to work on the next record. I just started
The band’s sound has changed from writing that, but it could still not come out
past albums. What inspired that?
for years. But I’m excited for that.
Nothing conscious. We’re always trying
to write good songs, and anytime we ever For full Q&A visit ColumbiaChronicle.com.
try to consciously do something, it sounds
mlopez@chroniclemail.com
bad. The only time I like my ideas and my
Four-piece band Joyce Manor from Torrance,
California will perform at Concord Music Hall,
2047 N. Milwaukee Ave., on Feb. 3.

» Courtesy DAN MONICK

Pumped up for game day
» MICHA THURSTON

» BROOKE PAWLING STENNETT

“Pom Poms”

Jonas Brothers

“Formation”

Beyonce

“Purple Rain”
“Do it Like a Dude”
“Pumped Up Kicks”

» LAUREN KOSTIUK

MARKETING CONSULTANT

OPINIONS EDITOR

“Angels”

DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

Chance the Rapper ft. Saba

“Welcome to the Jungle”

Guns n’ Roses

Prince

“Litty”

Meek Mill ft. Torey Lanez

Jessie J

“Work”

A$AP Ferg

Foster The People

“Don’t Stop Believing”

Journey

“Run the World (Girls)”

Beyonce

Staff Playlist
» JAMES TSITIRIDIS

GRAPHIC DESIGNER

“NFL on FOX theme”

Bobby Morganstein

“i”

Kendrick Lamar

“Here comes the boom”

“Survivor”

Destiny’s Child

“NFL on CBS theme”

E.S. Posthumus

Gwen Stefani

“NFL on NBC theme”

Chevonne

“Hollaback Girl”
“Shining Star”

Earth, Wind & Fire

Nelly

“Monday Night Football” Hank Williams Jr.
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HOW DO YOU ACCESSORIZE IN
THE WINTER?

Che’la McClaine
senior creative writing major

“I usually wear big earrings. I dyed my locs
so sometimes I will put color in them: green,
purple, whatever I feel like that week.”

Annie Eck
sophomore art & art
history major
“Big jackets, boots and scarves.
I use my pockets for my hands. I
don’t really like hats.”

Colton Weiss
freshman cinema art + science
major
“I have a leather jacket that makes
me look like Tom Cruise. I have a
lot of stocking and beanie hats.”

VALENTINE’S DAY LOVE POTION PACKAGE
CHICAGO’S PREMIERE BOUTIQUE HOTEL INVITES YOU TO MAKE AN APPOINTMENT WITH
THE LOVE DOCTOR. MIXOLOGISTS FROM FEMME DU COUPE WILL BE MAKING HOUSE
CALLS TO YOUR GUEST ROOM, CRAFTING APHRODISIAC LOVE POTION COCKTAILS FOR
YOU AND YOUR LOVED ONE.
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recipe

» TAYLOR MORRIS
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER
WITH THE CHINESE New Year officially behind us,

what could be a better time to indulge your
taste buds in an easy, delicious Chinese-inspired dessert? Apple Pie Egg Rolls are not
only the most ideal recipe to make when needing a sweet tooth fix, but are also easy
and inexpensive to bake.

Ingredients

2 cups of green apples
2 teaspoon of lemon juice
1 teaspoon cinnamon
2 teaspoon of cornstarch
5/16 cup granulated sugar

1/8 teaspoon nutmeg
8 egg roll wrappers
1/2 tablespoon butter
1/2 cup of whipping cream
1/2 cup of water

Directions

Apple Pie Egg Rolls

1) Preheat the oven to 375 degrees F.
2) Line a large baking sheet with parchment paper, spray
with cooking oil.
3) Peel, core and dice the apples.
4) In a saucepan over medium heat, mix the apples with the
sugar and lemon juice.
5) Add the rest of the ingredients.
6) Lay each egg roll wrapper out, spread water on the edges.
7) Scoop 2 tablespoons of apple filling towards the edge
of the egg roll wrapper, fold in the edges and wrap the egg
roll tightly.
8) Place each egg roll on baking sheet, sprinkle cinnamon
on top.
9) Bake for 20-25 minutes or until golden brown.
10) Remove from oven and let cool.
tmorris@chroniclemail.com

A cozy ride is only 5 minutes away.

Use code CHRIS551934

for up to $50 in free ride credit.
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Video: “5 Japanese
Words We Need In
English”
Learning another language is a
surefire way to realize how important language is to effectively
express yourself, if only because
some things can’t be said so easily.
For instance, here are five Japanese words that don’t have a direct
equivalent in English. The two
hosts are kinda cute, too. Get yourself someone who looks at you the
same way Rachel looks at Jun.

ARTS & CULTURE

NICK AND JESS
MOMENTS ON
‘NEW GIRL’
» MARISA SOBOTKA
CAMPUS REPORTER

» CONNOR CARYNSKI
CAMPUS REPORTER

» ARIANA PORTALATIN
CAMPUS EDITOR

The big kiss:

1970s Harlem Globetrotter Trading
Cards:

Morning gym class:

While playing a drinking game, Nick and
Jess are locked in a room and forced to
kiss. Nick won’t go through with it and
viewers later find out that he wanted
their first kiss to mean more than a game.
This results in a steamy hallway kiss.
Their first date:
Nick and Jess have been known to be
quite awkward in certain situations,
and this is a prime example. There is
upper-boob holding, jaywalking tickets
and running into exes. What more could
you want?
Doing it:
Nick literally sweeps Jess off her feet in
the elevator and carries her back to the
apartment. The scene cemented their
feelings and released the sexual tension
they had since day one.
The funeral:

Blog: “Taylor Swift
Style”
Have you ever wondered how Taylor Swift always looks “on-point”
with her outfits? Have you ever
wanted to purchase something
she wore? This blog titled, “Taylor
Swift Style,” showcases her best
outfits and includes links to where
fans can buy the clothes at a decent
price. From her workout leggings
to leather skirt, any and all T-Swift
styles can be found here.

GARAGE SALE
PURCHASES

REASONS I
DON’T MISS
HIGH SCHOOL

Nick goes back to Chicago to give his father’s eulogy, and it is clear that the two
want to be together but do not know how.
She does anything to make sure Nick’s
family is happy, which includes an Elvis
impersonation and performance.
The “I love yous”:
The gang ends up at Prince’s house for
a party. When Jess is leaving for the
party, Nick blurts out that he loves her,
and in a classic Jess move, she brings out
the finger guns. Prince eventually coaches Jess into realizing she loved Nick
back, and the two say their first “I love
yous” while hanging out with their favorite pop icon.
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The cards feature classic basketball
legends like Bobby Joe Mason, Hubert
“Geese” Aubsie and other American
heroes you can ask your parents about.
A recent search on eBay indicated that
they sell for $20 each—not a bad deal
considering they were once $1 per pack.
A floral suitcase:
I didn’t open it at the sale and later discovered it was filled with hundreds of
pictures of actress Raquel Welsh. The
suitcase didn’t end up getting as much
use as I thought it would, but I got an odd
collection of photos and a good story.
Stacks of vinyls:
Most of the time, these sweet finds are
marked at 50 cents apiece, which is a
bargain compared with prices at record
shops. Some of them will be damaged,
but that is a necessary risk. At least I
have an ample selection of Ukrainian
folk songs now.
A wonderful embroidered canvas:
A man gifted this to me after I had commented on its craftsmanship. His wife
made the canvas just before she died.
The stitching, arranged in the shape of
a grandfather clock, spelled out a short
poem about the shortness of life.
A blow-dart gun:
There’s no real reason anyone needs a
deadly tube with a handful of needles
that could be shot a fairly sizable distance, but its owner happily parted with
it for a handful of quarters.

One of my least enjoyable memories
was waking up early to be timed on
how fast I could run a mile. Then there
was the swimming unit, which leaves
you with a constant chlorine smell no
matter what you did to get rid of it.
Passing period:
Although my school’s seven-minute
passing period was more than what
most high schools had, it was still never enough time because my classes
were always spread out on different
sides of the building.
Crowded hallways:
As if having only a few minutes to get to
class wasn’t enough, I also had to deal
with overcrowded hallways slowing
me down. I especially blame the group
of people who chose to stand right in
the middle of the hallway, or that one
person who decided to walk against the
crowd instead of with it.
Bus rides:
Because I only got my driver’s license
at the start of my senior year, I spent
most of high school taking the bus to
and from school. While my experience
riding the bus was fairly uninteresting,
I still hated being tied to a bus schedule, including all those times the bus
was an hour or more late.
Dress code:
Not being able to show your shoulders,
wear hats and being required to have
your student ID around your neck at all
times — I’m just happy that’s over with.

reviews
APP

VANTAGE
CALENDAR

SCREEN

AZIZ ANSARI’S
“SNL” MONOLOGUE

» TAYLOR MORRIS
MULTIMEDIA REPORTER

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

Although the last thing the world
needs is another calendar app, the
Vantage Calendar, updated Jan. 22, is
the exception. The app allows users
to organize their lives in a engaging,
virtual way with a variety of fun stickers, colors and themes to keep hectic
schedules in order. The app is free, but
it might be simpler to just stick to the
built-in calendar app.

Aziz Ansari kept it classy during his
opening monologue Jan. 21 on “Saturday
Night Live,” just one day after the presidential inauguration. He compared Donald Trump to Chris Brown but also took a
serious tone when he discussed growing
racial tension in the country, coining the
term “lowercase kkk.” He also gave a nod
to the worldwide women’s marches that
occurred the same day.

APP

ARTS & CULTURE

scale

MUSIC

BIG SEAN’S
“HALFWAY OFF THE
BALCONY”

RANDOM

NASA’S NEW
SATELLITE

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

» WESLEY HEROLD
PHOTO EDITOR

“Don’t ask for me,” sings Big Sean in his
new single “Halfway Off the Balcony,”
released Jan. 18. While the song’s lyrics
are quite clear, they are disgusting—his
word choice, not mine, as he says in the
interlude. This song has too many cheap
rhymes like “salary” and “alchemy,” derogatory phrases about women and the
song’s ending that doesn’t make sense. I
won’t ask for you, Big Sean.

The first images from NASA’s new
GOES-16 weather satellite are starting
to pour in, and they look incredible. The
camera on the new satellite has such a
high resolution that if you take a picture
of Chicago from New York City, you will
be able to see the home plate of Wrigley
Field. This will allow for more accurate
weather forecasting to warn people before disaster strikes.

RANDOM

SCREEN

MUSIC

JILLIAN MICHAELS
APP

AMAZON’S “SNEAKY
PETE” SEASON ONE

THE MAINE’S “BAD
BEHAVIOR”

» LAUREN KOSTIUK
DIGITAL CONTENT MANAGER

» KEVIN TIONGSON
PHOTO EDITOR

» MICHELLE LOPEZ
ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

» ARIEL PARRELLA-AURELI
ARTS & CULTURE EDITOR

Jillian Michaels’ new app, released Jan.
4 and updated with new features Jan.
25, is the perfect solution for someone
who doesn’t enjoy running or hitting the
gym. Instead of being around a bunch of
sweaty people at the gym, I can work out
in my apartment where it smells a lot
better. The workouts are even customized to go at the user’s pace from beginner to advanced. Not to mention, the app
is free.

The show started off as a pilot for Amazon
Prime in 2015 but recently premiered as a
fully fledged season on Jan. 13. The show
can be streamed on Amazon Prime Video
and stars Giovanni Ribisi, best known for
his roles in “Friends” and “Saving Private
Ryan.” The show follows Pete, a con man
who recently was released from prison and
now struggles with illegal deals he made in
the past. The show is engaging, but doesn’t
quite live up to other crime dramas.

The Maine’s new single, “Bad Behavior,” released Jan. 19, is the first single
from its upcoming album Lovely, Little,
Lonely, set for release April 7. The Arizona five-piece band, which has strayed
from its “emo” roots, has put out an altrock vibe with its matured sound. After listening to the new single, I have
high hopes for Lovely, Little, Lonely and
will be counting down the days until
its release.

I recently joined the rest of the world
and got Spotify after my friends teased
me. Now they are teasing me for not
having Premium. Even though it’s only
$5 for students, my wallet does not
have the capacity. Yes, the ads were
starting to really bug me, but I memorized all the dialogue. Plus, the music
does not differ when you subscribe to
Premium, so I can still jam to my favorite bands for free.

SPOTIFY
PREMIUM
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Trump administration
to cut funding, it’s
time to speak up

P

resident Donald Trump’s first
week in the Oval Office has
been busy. Trump has signed
13 executive orders since his Jan. 20
inauguration day, as of press time.
The orders include provisions allowing
all agency heads to waive requirements
of the Affordable Care Act. They also
divert federal dollars from nonprofit
organizations in the U.S. if they perform
or promote abortions in foreign countries,
according to a Jan. 24 BBC News article.
But the changes keep coming.
According to a Jan. 19 The Hill
article, Trump and his team will be
asking Congress to make budget cuts
that will knock $10.5 trillion off the
federal debt in the next decade.
The blueprint proposal, which the
White House staff is still assembling,

according to the article, will slash funding to a host of programs or eliminate
them altogether. The targets in the
Justice Department include the Office of
Civil Rights, Office on Violence against
Women, Environment and Natural
Resources Division and programs that
provide indigent representation and train
police. In the Department of Energy, the
Offices of Energy Efficiency, Renewable
Energy and Fossil Energy are on the
block. The National Endowment of the
Arts and the National Endowment for the
Humanities, which offer grants for artistic and educational productions, exhibitions, research and more, will also be
eliminated, should the budget cuts pass.
These programs are vital to the
health and welfare of U.S. citizens and
must be viewed as such by the GOP.

Columbia must support
students of all abilities to
foster upward mobility

C

olumbia is often seen as an institution that prides itself on its innovative curriculum and cultural inclusivity. With unique majors such as comedy
writing and performance, art and materials
conservation and acting with international study, the college has an impressive
calling card for aspiring creatives. Along
with hands-on faculty and a career center
dedicated to helping students find jobs and
internships, the $41,850—including average room and board—price tag per year can
seem worth it for career advancement in a
student’s chosen field.

But these expectations may be unrealistic, according to research released Jan.
18 by the Equality of Opportunity Project,
which analyzed data from colleges across
the country to compare their performance
in fostering upward mobility and economic
advancement. The study found Columbia
students receive the 13th lowest pay 10
years after graduation out of 68 Chicago-area schools included in the study.
The average annual salary for Columbia
graduates at age 34 is $28,500, according
to the study, which used data from 2000
to 2011. This salary range is behind most

Cutting legal aid to the indigent and the
Civil Rights movement is detrimental
beyond belief.
With conservatives dominating the
three branches of government, these
cuts have the potential to be approved.
Because of that potential, Americans
need to be proactive on this issue by
being vocal and calling their local senators to vote “no” on the budget cuts.
Although a vast march can build
confidence and community among
activists, consistent pressure through
smaller actions over a longer-period
of time can be more powerful.
The Women’s March on Jan. 21
reportedly consisted of nearly 500,000
women who marched in Washington
D.C. alone protesting Trump’s inauguration. The country should follow this
example to continue to move toward
a more equal and stronger future.
The march was about three times
bigger than Trump’s inauguration crowd,
according to a Jan. 22 New York Times

article. All over the country—and the
world—women marched in solidarity
with each other, proving that the time
has come for this generation to publicize the effects these programs have
on present and future generations.
The program cuts should be a bipartisan issue, rather than an attack on liberalism. Cutting the National Endowment
of the Arts practically eliminates every
opportunity for creativity in schools
and has the potential to reduce jobs in
the arts field. Cutting legal aid to the
indigent and the Civil Rights movement
is detrimental beyond belief. Programs
for reducing violence against women,
establishing LGBT rights and protecting
the future of the environment should
not be a “liberal” function. Everyone,
regardless of political affiliation, needs
to recognize these decisions will
affect humanity in every capacity.
editorial

schools in the area, including for-profit
schools like the Illinois Institute of Art.
A possible explanation for the low
upward mobility is Columbia’s high acceptance rate. According to U.S. News & World
Reports, Columbia had an acceptance rate
of 89 percent for the 2015–2016 academic
year. This rate was slightly higher during
the years studied in the report. In comparison, the University of Chicago, which
placed second of the 68 schools with an
average salary of more than $60,000, had
an acceptance rate of eight percent for the
2015–2016 academic year.
In addition, the theater, dance and music
programs do not require auditions, unlike
many local schools with similar programs.
This can result in classes in which students
have vastly different skill levels. This
means the curriculum may be too easy for
some and too difficult for others.
If Columbia wants to help its students
move on to better jobs with higher salaries,

it must recognize and reward academic
excellence by allowing students to test out
of their introductory classes within their
majors. This will give students more time to
hone their skills and use the tools provided,
so they can achieve a better education.
The college must also recognize that not
all students are coming in prepared to succeed in college. Bringing back a bridge program for which students are able to attend
a six-week summer session at Columbia to
prepare could help close that gap.
For those with no prior experience, introductory classes should help them become
confident enough in their craft to take
initiative with their education and use the
tools provided to them by Columbia, including internship advisors and career advising
at The Portfolio Center.
Students in college are adults, and they
have to take responsibility for their own
education and not depend on the school to
help walk them through it step-by-step.
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Did you catch a mistake, think we could have covered a story better or
have strong beliefs about an issue that faces all of us here at Columbia?
Why not write a letter to the editor? At the bottom of Page 2,
you’ll find a set of guidelines on how to do this. Let us hear
from you. —The Columbia Chronicle Editorial Board
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a feminist protest show in 2014, at which inspired by the 55 percent of American
models stormed the stage with signs saying millennials who were in favor of Sanders
“History is her story.” Pyer Moss addressed during his campaign run, according to a
police brutality in his Spring 2016 collection, May 12, 2016, Washington Times article.

Millennials are not following designers;
designers are following millennials.
commentary

Millennials are
the gateway
to fashion
» kendrah villiesse

ARTS & CULTURE REPORTER

F

ashion is one of many art forms meant
to challenge social and political
norms by taking a disturbing and
challenging situation and turning it into
art. Notable fashion label Chanel put on

student poll

What has Columbia
done to provide
you with tools for
success?

“Ota, Meet Saartjie.” Vivienne Westwood has
created dozens of shows with political statements including her 2014 show “Democracy
in the UK” and “Ecotricity” in 2017.
When luxury fashion house Balenciaga
debuted its Fall 2017 men’s line on Jan. 19,
the garments could be considered political
but were focused on catching the eyes of
millennials. The line included multiple
garments that had a “Balenciaga 2017”
logo that looked almost identical to Sen.
Bernie Sanders’ presidential campaign logo.
Bomber jackets, scarves and sweatshirts
all showcased the “Balenciaga 2017” logo
with three curves drawn across the bottom.
Balenciaga’s lead designer Demna
Gvasalia was clearly attempting to embrace
this with his Fall 2017 line, which was

The clothes were also incorporating a classic millennial look, “nerdy chic.”
Paying tribute to millennials’ interest
was a smart move. According to an Aug. 20,
2015, article from CNBC, businesses should
start paying attention to the demands of
the millennials, especially in the fashion
industry, because this generation controls
the future of fashion and will be the reason
politics and fashion become synonymous.
Millennials can now make or break a business, considering they make up a quarter
of the population, according to the 2015
Census Bureau.
Couture houses now recognize millennials as the most powerful statement-makers.
Millennials are not following designers;
designers are following millennials.

Balenciaga wasn’t endorsing a candidate
but rather a generation. But designers have
found out that political statements are risky.
In a July 20, 2012 article from Women’s
Wear Daily, fashion designer Marc Jacobs
cautioned others about mixing fashion and
politics after receiving negative comments
because of the “Free Tibet” slogan he used
on some select products.
“Politics and fashion—you’ve always got to
be a bit careful because somebody’s going to
get offended, or somebody’s going to feel it
isn’t right,” Jacobs said to the publication.
Jacobs seemed not to take his own advice
when he designed a tee honoring Democratic
presidential candidate Hillary Clinton for
the “Made for History” collection. “Made for
History” is a collection by 15 designers who
created tees, bandanas and canvas clutches
in support of Clinton that debuted on Sept.
7, 2016, to kick off New York Fashion Week.
Political collections by designers make
big statements that can fall flat or win new
fans among consumers with the same idea
and stance on a situation. These brands are
acknowledging the power of millennials
who are now in the era in which we wear
rather than say.
kvilliesse@chroniclemail.com

editorial cartoon

“The project-based learning is
important because it’s hands-on [and]
prepares you for your field.”
emmalyn meyers

sophomore audio arts &
acoustics major

khode brown

freshman cinema art +
science major

“[Columbia] is an accepting environment that prepares you to apply
yourself to what you want to do.”
taylor kinkead

freshman theatre major

“Networking. Getting to know the
city [and] immersing yourself in the
culture is important.”

» ALEXANDER AGHAYERE/CHRONICLE
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South Side community members weigh in on Obama library plans » See Page 33

Popular student loan lenders hit
with state, federal lawsuits

borrowers needlessly carrying billions of
dollars in debt and the company must be
held accountable.”
FORMER COLLEGE STUDENT and current busiMadigan said Sallie Mae began “peddling
ness owner Shellie Wass said she took out risky and expensive ‘designed to fail’ subfederal and private loans from 2008 to2010 prime loans” while Navient “improperly”
from Sallie Mae to help pay tuition at The allocated students’ monthly payments,
Art Institute of Philadelphia.
while also “failing to properly perform many
By the end of those two years, she owed of its other core servicing functions” in a
$80,000 in student loans but now faces Jan. 18 press release.
In a statement released the same day in
$120,000 in student loan debt despite never
missing a payment.
response to Madigan’s lawsuit, Navient
According to Wass, Sallie Mae, which said the claims alleged by Madigan and the
originates and collects private student loans, CFPB are “unfounded.”
asked her to pay $800 a month about seven
However, Heather Jarvis, a North
years ago. When Wass called the company Carolina-based attorney specializing in
to say she could not afford the payments, she
said they belittled her instead of helping her.
“They told me it’s ridiculous that somebody of my age is not able to pay that kind
of money to their student loans,” Wass said.
“[They] told me I should start eating less so
my food budget is less and I can give them
more [money].”
Sallie Mae and Navient, a spin-off that
handles federal student loans, are now
defending lawsuits from Illinois Attorney
General Lisa Madigan and other government agencies accusing them of “unfair”
and “deceptive” subprime loans—loans
determined to be at poor risk—according to
a Jan. 18 press release from Madigan’s office.
“The Navient lawsuit is the culmination
of a long, wide-ranging investigation by
our office that uncovered rampant student
loan abuses,” said Madigan’s press secretary
Eileen Boyce in a Jan. 24 emailed statement.
Madigan is seeking relief for students
who have been affected by misconduct by
the companies and encouraged students to
call their student loan hotline if they have
had issues, she added.
The Consumer Financial Protection
Bureau, a federal agency also suing the
lending groups, accused Navient of “systematically and illegally failing borrowers
at every stage of repayment,” according
to a Jan. 18 press release from the CFPB.
The Washington State Attorney General
Bob Ferguson also filed a lawusit against
Navient the same day.
“My investigation found Sallie Mae put
student borrowers into expensive subprime loans that it knew were going to
fail,” Madigan said in the press release.
» TRIBUNE NEWS SERVICES
“Navient’s actions have led to student

» JACKIE MURRAY

METRO REPORTER

student loans, said she receives daily complaints about problems with student loan
servicing companies and added that it is
difficult for borrowers with complicated
circumstances to get complete information.
“Those who have to borrow to pay for education should look first to federal student
loans before considering private loans,”
Jarvis said. “[Students] should be aware
that they need to educate themselves about
the loan program and not rely entirely on the
servicing company to get it right.”
Fawziah Qadir, a first year doctoral student at New York University, said she took
out private loans from Sallie Mae to help pay
for her undergraduate education at Fairleigh

[Sallie Mae] told me I should start eating less so my food budget is less and I
can give them more.
SHELLIE WASS

Dickinson University in Madison, New
Jersey, assuming her repayment schedule
would be income-based.
Once she was out of school in 2013 and
trying to make repayments, Qadir said
Sallie Mae was notoriously difficult, and
she faced “exorbitant” interest rates and
monthly payments that were not possible.
Even with a full-time employment at
the time, Qadir said she faced repayments
that were about $1,500 a month, and Sallie
Mae was never willing to negotiate on the
income-based repayment.
“I had to go through the [CFPB] just to get
Sallie Mae’s attention to actually lower my
amount,” Qadir said.
She advises students who are dealing with
a lender like Sallie Mae for the first time to
keep “pushing and pushing” to fight against
possible unethical behavior.
Jarvis said she wants to see more oversight and accountability from student
lending companies and more support from
students for the organizations who want to
help them .
“It’s important students and families who
care about affordable education support the
continued strength of consumer watchdog
organizations like the CFPB,” Jarvis said.
jmurray@chroniclemail.com

Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan has a filed
lawsuit against student loan lenders Navient and
Sallie Mae Jan 18. for “rampant” abuses.
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IN 500 WORDS OR LESS

»ARABELLA BRECK

MANAGING EDITOR

Don't forget the walls that
came before Trump's

A

"

physical wall between two seemingly different groups of people
that in theory would have brought
peace, but instead exacerbated conflict."
This is more than a description of
President Donald Trump's proposed
wall between the U.S. and Mexico, which
he recently signed an executive order
to create. This is déjà vu. Throughout
history, a multitude of walls have
been built and proven ineffective, yet
somehow Trump didn't consider this
as he signed the executive order.
The Berlin Wall, which was in
place from 1961 until it was completely torn down in 1992, is one of
the most iconic examples of physical
divisiveness in modern history.
However, there are walls outside of
Germany that are still in place today.
Although it was ruled in violation
of international law in 2004 by the
International Court of Justice, Israelis
have continued to construct a wall
along the West Bank to separate the
Israeli and Palestinian people. The
Israeli-Palestinian conflict has been
called the world's most controversial
conflict, and there is no evidence that
the construction of an illegal wall has
done anything to remedy the situation.
Northern Ireland recently began
the process of tearing down the walls
that separated Catholic and Protestant
neighborhoods in Belfast since 1969.
Ironically named the Peace Walls, the
walls were meant to foster peace and
stability between the two groups that
have historically been in disagreement, but they did not accomplish that.
The walls are due to be completely
gone by 2023, according to an Aug.
23, 2016, article from The Journal.
What all these walls have in common, including Trump's, is that they
were intended as protective measures.
East Germany wanted to protect
itself from the threat of West Berlin
and the western world. The Israelis
want to protect themselves from
the Palestinians. The Catholics and
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Protestants wanted to protect themselves from each other. Now, Trump
wants to protect Americans from
the "drugs," "crime" and "rapists" that
he thinks are coming from Mexico.
The Berlin Wall is already long
gone, and while Northern Ireland is
moving toward tearing walls down,
Trump wants to put a new one up.
The U.S. can and should do better
when it comes to international policy,
and doing better will not start with
building a wall along the U.S.-Mexico
border that will cost Americans—not
Mexico—billions of dollars.
Even Trump's own Homeland
Security Secretary John F. Kelly
knows this wall will not be effective.
He was quoted in a Jan. 25 New York
Times article saying a "physical barrier will not do the job." He explained
that more than a wall was needed
for border control. Even recognizing
the simplicity of a wall as a solution
to border control issues shows he
is at least somewhat aware of how
conflict and border issues work.
Not only have physical borders been
proven inviable to resolving conflict
already, the idea of a wall is infantile.
Children can think of putting a barrier
between themselves and something
they are scared of or don't like. It takes
maturity to hypothesize and implement
creative and plausible ways to positively impact international relations.
abreck@chroniclemail.com
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South Side residents give
input on presidential library
» CAROLINE BOWEN
METRO REPORTER
HOURS BEFORE PRESIDENT

Donald Trump was sworn
into office Jan. 20, Barack
and Michelle Obama
asked for community
input in developing
the new Obama
Presidential Center
in a video released
by the Obama
Foundation.

» JAMES TSITIRIDIS/CHRONICLE

The center, to be built in Jackson
Park on Chicago’s South Side, will
not just be a museum and a library
but a “living, working center for
citizenship,” Barack Obama said
in the video.
Before construction begins, Ald.
Leslie Hairston (5th Ward) said she
will lead an advisory board through
the beginning stages of community
involvement in the center, identifying ways the center can create jobs
for neighborhood residents.
The meetings are open to the
public and will be on the fourth
Tuesday of every month at various
locations listed on her website, she
said. The next meeting will be Feb.
28 at St. Philip Neri Church.
“[The center] should be a catalyst for economic development
and stabilization of communities that have been hit hard
by the economy; that have been

neglected by the city in investment,
infrastructure and disinvestment
in our schools and the community,”
Hairston said.
South Side resident Deborah
Davis, who was raised in Hyde Park,
said she identifies in many ways
with the former president’s roots.
Her parents both worked full-time
jobs, and she looked to her school for
mentors, who she said taught her
how to be a better person.
Davis said she is now a single
parent and understands how difficult it is to raise a child alone.
Noting there are many other single
mothers in the South Side, she said
her vision for the Obama center is
providing resources and mentors
for those children.
“If they have mentors to help
their kids, they will stay out of the
streets,” she said. “[Children] really
need to keep busy, and they need

people that will be behind them to
help them succeed in whatever they
want to do.”
Davis, who works in the
Department of Reproductive
Medicine at the University of
Chicago, said if the center is
focused on children, it will extend
their hope, build up their self-esteem and ultimately curb violence
on the streets.
Jawanza Malone, executive
director of Kenwood-Oakland
Community Organization, a
South Side grassroots democracy
organization said focus groups
made up of hundreds of locals, along
with other South Side organizations,
already came together over the
summer and drafted a document
for the Obama Foundation called
the Obama South Side Community
Benefits Agreement Coalition.
The document collects community members’ ideas to assure that
the presidential center has a lasting
impact on South Side neighborhoods and will give residents what
they need to promote economic
development, Malone said.

“This one major development is
a collateral benefit, [and it is] necessary to make sure the people who
live there now are able to remain in
the area,” Malone said.
The document has a section that
recommends free programs for
Chicago Public Schools students—
specifically tutoring—a housing component that guarantees
emergency rental assistance, new
low-income housing for residents
near the library and a request that
the Obama Foundation establish a
“green infrastructure master plan”
with a focus on increasing, updating and maintaining maximum
“green space.”
Malone said the foundation has
yet to commit to the community
members’ coalition terms.
“What [the Obama Foundation
does] brings [to Chicago] is an
understanding of the community
that is surrounding the location
and the needs of the community,
so I think they are going to try to
fill that void,” Hairston said.
cbowen@chroniclemail.com
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reject the EPAelect,” chanted protesters downtown Jan. 25, who voice their concerns with Donald Trump’s nominee to head the Environmental
Protection Agency, Scott Pruitt.
“HEAR US: WE

“[Pruitt] has proven [to be] a
climate opponent, an enemy of the
environment and is specifically
unfit to fill this role as the EPA,” said
Jessica Fujan, midwest regional
director of Food and Water Watch,
a nonprofit organization advocating
environmental sustainability who

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Protesting President Donald Trump’s EPA head nomination, Chicagoans yelled,
“We reject the EPA elect” at Federal Plaza Jan. 25.

40%

organized the rally at Federal Plaza,
230 S. Dearborn St.
According to Fujan, U.S. Sen.
Tammy Duckworth, D-IL, and U.S.
Sen. Dick Durbin, D-IL, have the
power to vote against the nominee
and stop his appointment.
However, it takes Republicans
crossing the aisle to accomplish
that task because only 51 votes are
needed for confirmation and the
Republicans lead the Senate with
a 52-48 majority. A party defection
seems unlikely because only one
Republican, Sen. Rand Paul, has
voted to reject a Trump cabinet
appointee in the four votes that
have been held as of press time, and
all nominees have garnered some
Democratic support.
Democrats are hoping that will
not be the case with Pruitt, an
ardent opponent of the EPA and
a climate change skeptic who

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE

Jessica Fujan organized the Jan.
25 protest where demonstrators
expressed their dissatisfaction for
Scott Pruitt as the head of the EPA.

of Geophysical Science at the
University of Chicago.

SEE EPA, PAGE 39

Protesters ask Duckworth,
Durbin to reject EPA nominee

would head the agency responsible for integrating environmental
sustainability and protection into
policies, with a central focus on
human health and the environment, according to the EPA website.
Beth Drucker, founder of Go
Green Wilmette, an environmental awareness organization, was
among the protesters who gathered
at Federal Plaza. She said she was
protesting because she wanted to
do something more proactive than
signing petitions. Drucker encouraged not just the city, but every
Chicago neighborhood to create
sustainability groups and educate
each other on the environment.
“It’s [about] being active and
leading groups of people willing to
work hard day in and day out to get
people to protect the planet,” she
said. “Because if we don’t protect
the planet, no one is going to.”
As attorney general of Oklahoma,
Pruitt sued the EPA 14 times.
“[Pruitt is] obviously not signed
on to the idea of environmental
stewardship,” said David Archer,
a professor in the Department
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Cyber security ‘bootcamp’
coming to City Colleges
» JACKIE MURRAY
METRO REPORTER
CYBER SECURITY IS an essential
tool internet users need to ensure
their safety, according to local
experts, and now Chicagoans
will be able to study it at a local
community college.
The first cyber security program
partnership between a community
college and a federal agency, the
U.S. Department of Defense, will
be offered to students at the City
Colleges of Chicago, according to
a Jan. 18 press release from Mayor
Rahm Emanuel.
The six-month “bootcamp”
program beginning in late spring
will take place at Wilbur Wright
College, 4300 N. Narragansett Ave.,
which is already considered CCC’s
best school for information technology, according to the press release.

The industry calls for approximately 200,000 new jobs per year
with 10,000 needed in Chicago,
the press release states, making it
a field in high demand for trained,
skilled workers.
“Cyber security is one of the
most important fields right now,
and it will be more [important] in
the future,” said Graciela Perera,
associate professor of computer
science at Northeastern Illinois
University, whose research interests are in infrastructure safety.
Other local experts confirmed
the need for this type of education,
including Chris Kanich, a professor
of computer science at University
of Illinois at Chicago.
“As data becomes more important and use of the internet more
necessary for almost every single
thing we do, being able to secure
that communication, data and

» KEVIN TIONGSON/CHRONICLE
Located at 4300 N. Narragansett Ave. in the Dunning neighborhood, Wilbur
Wright College announced plans Jan. 18 to host a cyber security training program.

storage is insanely important,”
Kanich said.
Kanich said improving cyber
security is important for companies and necessary for personal
use—protecting users from getting locked out of an account, having files held for ransom or bank
account information stolen.
“These are real problems that
affect both companies and individuals, and it’s important to make

that initial investment so you can
protect yourself,” he said.
A world without cyber security
would look a lot like the “wild west”
in which anybody who decided they
wanted to take over could do so,
according to Kanich.
“We have a lot of good ways to
protect ourselves,” Kanich said.
“But that does not mean there are
not millions of people that have
their own goals that are doing

Downtown Parking

whatever it is they can to attack
the system.”
Accountant and prospective
cyber security bootcamp student
Marquita Riggins said she is interested in the program, especially to
potentially learn how combat black
market hackers.
“It would be more affordable
[than other programs], and more
people would be interested in it,”
Riggins said.
After completing the course,
Chicago businesses specializing
in information technology—such as
Accenture, Allstate, Aon, ComEd,
Keeper Security and Microsoft—
have already agreed to provide
further assistance, including
internship opportunities, ongoing
mentoring, recruitment and job
placement, stated the press release.
“One of the great things we can do
is train not only people to be in the
cyber security field but also people
who are outside of the field on how
they can be better users or better
protect themselves,” Perera said.
jmurray@chroniclemail.com
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Hoda Katebi, communications coordinator at Chicago’s Council on American-Islamic Relations, held a press conference at its headquarters, 17 N. State St., at which she responded to President Donald Trump’s
signing of a Jan. 27 executive order that would ban residents of seven Muslim-majority countries from immigrating to the U.S.
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EPA, FROM PAGE 35

Chicagoans protested the appointment of Scott Pruitt as head of the EPA, but with a Republican majority in the Senate, Sen. Duckworth
and Sen. Durbin’s votes may not have an impact. It would take Republicans voting negatively for Pruitt to be denied the position.

Along with the protesters, scientists such as Archer and Jerry
Adams, a geology professor at
Columbia, said Pruitt will not fulfill
the responsibilities of heading the
EPA because of his past connections to fossil fuel industries and
his denial of climate change.
Adams said Pruitt’s track record
proves he lacks the necessary

expertise and will appoint other
climate change deniers to implement his agenda.
According to Adams, 97 percent
of scientists agree human activity
is a strong contributor to climate
change. The other three percent,
he said, are largely influenced by
companies in industries directly
contributing to global warming.

“It’s like saying, ‘I don’t believe in
a hammer’ among a batch of carpenters,” he said. “It doesn’t matter
whether you believe in it; it works.”
According to Fujan, Durbin has
publicly expressed concern over
Pruitt’s nomination but needs to
take direct action.
“If, in spite of [Durbin’s and
Duckworth’s] negative vote, Scott

Pruitt takes office in the EPA, we
want all of our [U.S.] senators to
sign a pledge to not just protect the
EPA and that agency’s functions in
protecting the environment, but
also to protect clean air and water
and the food that we all need to
survive,” Fujan said.

Protester Dennis Nelson spoke out
against the appointment of Scott Pruitt
as head of the EPA, Jan. 25 at Federal
Plaza, 230 S. Dearborn St.
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